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welcome to juke vol.05 – our alter ego issue.
we hung out with the second selves dreamed
up by jody christian, james newell osterberg
jr., dennis coles and lee james jude capallero
(we’ll let you identify these lost boys along
the way). we got up close and personal
with cover star brooke candy – her real
name – a vulnerable sweetheart in a metal
breastplate. we paid a home visit to
daniel johnston – an artist obsessed with
the impressive double lives of superheroes,
but whose superpower is being totally,
sometimes outrageously, himself. we met
some wonder women online in the nubile
forms of wavy spice, jungle pussy and kitty
pryde. and in the underground biosphere of
the kiki scene, we caught an eyeful of the
most glamorous alter egos in new york city.
‘different’ just means ‘better’, right?

wherever you see this symbol,
[M A D E - F O R - J U K E] you’re looking
at a unique ad campaign, created for juke,
by the most exciting young fashion brands
in the world.
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SCORE
follow me for this issue’s
soundtrack...

let’s do this!
lucy and yassa x

GUEST FASHION

now in its second installment, made has
become a playground for fashion’s new breed
and the team at juke. we’ve collaborated
closely with each handpicked designer to
create the bespoke ads featured throughout
this issue. our made designers include
london’s cult matriarch pam hogg and
rising star annie phillips, south africa’s
2bop, aussie wunderkind elliot ward-fear,
straight-outta-gangnam’s fleamadonna and
dope l.a menswear brand, nvrmnd.
for many of the brands, it’s their first
ever campaign - so enjoy the private view,
created exclusively for y’all.
for interviews and [M A D E - F O R - J U K E]
info visit www.the-juke.com.

JUKEBOXER: COCO
ny-via-london superstylist coco cassibba
heads up our main fashion story with michael
donovan, styles kitty pryde and casts a
street-savvy eye over juke vol.05...

cover STAR
2013’s web-to-3d phenomenon, brooke candy,
faced off with horny skater boys and the
po-po on venice beach, fondled a pot-belly
pig named pepper and got naked in the tub
for juke. you can catch her paper-and-ink
images in this issue - and the twerkaholic
video trailer on our website.
brooke candy, shot by thomas giddings and
styled by seth pratt in santa monica, ca.
thanks to the hotel shangri-la, harper
smith, matt beukelman and reid peppard.
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MUSHROOM MAGIC
romancewasborn.com

the burning question:
what’s your music kryptonite?
16

07

23 / aaron richter / photographer
the doors

31 / john kilar / juke ny
it wasn’t me - shaggy

24 / kara simsek / writer
r.e.m

32 / melisa fernández
tan biónica - ella

25 / monica uszerowicz / writer
mad about you - belinda carlisle

33 / bec lorrimer / photographer
we no speak americano - yolanda be cool

26 / graham walzer / photographer
anything by maroon 5

34 / felix cooper / photographer
anything from glee

27 / thomas giddings / photographer
dancing in the moonlight - toploader

35 / kristina britton
candy - robbie williams

28 / rod glacial - writer
the way is narrow - iron age

36 / jessica zamora turner / stylist
wonderwall - oasis

29 /michael j fox / photographer
california love - 2pac

37 / tania espat / writer
trapped in the closet - r kelly (all of it)

39 / alex andrews / writer
(i’ve had) the time of my life - bill medley
and jennifer warnes
40 / julian berman / photographer
demonic chant from psychotic lover
41 / craig ainsley / asstrologist
the eastenders theme
42 / sara jordeno / writer
gangnam style - psy
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22

30 / miles lozano / writer
decisions - borgore feat. miley cyrus
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P ROD UCERS

22 / jorge wright / writer
anything by phillip phillips

23

38 / nathanael turner / photographer
b.o.b.
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09 / ryan lowry / photographer
acoustic crust beggar music

17 / idris vicuña / musician
yeah fuck nu metal

02 / valerie j bower / photographer
let’s get it on - marvin gaye

10 / laura lark/ artist
coat of many colours - dolly parton

18 / grace dennis / photographer
who let the dogs out - baja men

03 / aleks eror / writer
party rock anthem - lmfao

11 / miles wilkerson / film maker
one word.... reggaeton

19 / kubiat nnamdie / photographer
grenade - bruno mars

04 / sam diss / writer /
mr brightside - the killers

12 / bryan schutmaat / photographer
hotel california - the eagles

20 / alex de mora / photographer
anything described as “twee”

05 / roberto zardeneta / writer /
sexy back - justin timberlake

13 / todd nief / writer
breaking benjamin etc.

21 / michael donovan / photographer
i have no kryptonite!

06 / olivia seally / photographer
stay fly - three six mafia

14 / madeleine østlie / stylist
mumford & sons - anything vom

07 / brooke smith / photographer
no comment

15 / arielle castillo / writer
every song by dave matthews band

08 / greg manis / photographer
anything played in the top 40

16 / dennis schoenberg / photographer
weather with you - crowded house
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01 / coco cassiba / fashion editor
no comment
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KEY
the who, why, what and most importantly: where?
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by sara jordenö
photos michael j. fox

i exit the subway at 135th street. there are
light particles of snow in the air, small
pieces of pizza frozen into the ground. i
pass the schomburg center for research in
black culture.
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Paris is Burning
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Gesture,
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Sara Jordenö is a NYC based visual artist and
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TWER K I N G
9 TO 5
photos & words
valerie jocelyn bower

strap on your buttpads and get down
and dirty in l.a.’s rampant twerk
scene.

GEO M E T R I C KPA R I S.C O M
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Uri Rubin & Shuaib Philander, Skateplank riderz & Chill Bros

www.twobop.co.za / store.twobop.co.za
30
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EY E
CAN DY
stills miles wilkerson

we couldn’t put a girl on the cover
of this magazine and not spend some
serious time harassing her with video
cameras. for our vol.05 video trailer,
we got brooke candy setting fire to
some stunt-jukes and hard at twerk
[see p.26] in her dance studio. you
can enjoy these sights and sounds over
on our website and beyond; in the
meantime, here are some stills
and words from filmmaker,
miles wilkerson.
where did the concept for the trailer come
from?

for us clowns in the uk, who think “beast”
means fat, what’s the us meaning?

how was it working with brooke?

do you spend a lot of time burning juke
magazines in your spare time?

www.malgorzatadudek.com
32
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juke+
CO A C H E L L A
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photos alex de mora
by emma kelly

juke wasn’t sure what to expect from
multi-tentacled rap/art/fashion
collective and self-described ‘brand’,
last night in paris. were they london’s
leatherclad answer to the a$ap mob?
a fancy odd future, even? yeah,
they throw decadent ‘soirees’ in
warehouses and sure, they did order
six bottles of patron to the shoot.
but with their laid-back beats and
art taking the front seat, lnip are
about as far from rapping about
stabbing bruno mars as you can get.
we spoke to the crew about their
cryptic name, going solo and the
alpha male mentality.
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new york has the a$ap mob, la has odd
future… are you guys london’s answer to
these collectives?

did you see what the guys in those
collectives were doing and think, we want
to do something like that?

so, what’s the name ‘last night in paris’
all about? is it a reference to watch the
throne, does it allude to a new hilton sex
tape?

37
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every pack has got to have a leader. who’s
your the alpha male?

with the other big collectives, they’ve had
breakout artists who’ve made it big going
solo, like frank ocean or a$ap rocky. are
you guys aiming for that?
Roses+

you identify yourselves as an art
collective. why not a music collective?

what’s the most important aspect of lnip?
is it the music, the fashion or the visuals?
The

you throw ‘soirees’ rather than playing
shows. is this all to maintain the suave
aesthetic, or do you just not want to play
shows?
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photos valerie jocelyn bower

“no drama, no bullshit, respect the
house”. valerie’s a photographer from an
east la industrial town called wilmington.
she makes her own photo zine ‘i give up’
and is deep into documenting the local
backyard punk scene, which has cholas,
g’s, skaters, c*nt punks (all-girl bands)
and general suburban gnarliness on
the guestlist at all times.
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NOT IN
MY
B ACK YARD
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with idris vicuña
and julius valledor

idris vicuña makes ghostly 8-bit
sound-swathes (a one-man genre
we’ve dubbed ‘gravetendo’ for ease of
reference) as eyedress and lo-fi guitar
pop as bee eyes. he’s part of a tiny,
but perfectly-formed creative scene
in quezon city, the philippines. his
friends skate, take pictures and make
music and art. he accepted juke’s
mission – to happy-snap the junglebound city that inspires and
frustrates the shit out of its young
in equal measures.
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THRIL L E R
FR OM
MAN IL A
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by aleks eror
photos valerie jocelyn bower

the sunday installment of our coachella
desert weekender saw juke taking a dancier
trip to the deep end with wolf + lamb, soul
clap and their many dj bros. we caught up
with zev and gadi from wolf+lamb to ask
one burning question.
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BABA LON
ZOO
by monica uszerowicz
photos greg manis

web-siren labanna’s self-actualized
rapping and hyper-sexualized
gyrations are just one, extra-shiny
facet in the babalon prism. her
‘mental-schema-liquefying’ skills
are now geared toward spreading
love, co-creativity and friendship.
in tune with her spirituality since
she was a voodoo child growing up in
the deep south, babalon feels that the
powers that be have tuned into our
frequencies and are controlling us by
turning us into fearful beings.

do you think exposing your body and doing
things like that are a way to send a bigger
message?

you mention the importance of elevating
to the 5d realm in a few of your videos. is
that the purest place?

one thing you’re working on that’s very
much in this realm: the whoreship mansion.

i want to talk to you about healing. but
first: how long have you been having
spiritual or otherworldly experiences?

you’ve been making work for a long time.
were you always working on this kind of
message?

MADE-FOR-JUKE
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fantastic wise-child creative mind.
Look at his recent comic book, Space Ducks No.1,
Greatness [BOOM! Town]. These sensitively lyrical,
colourful, often hilariously-captioned cartoon drawings
show us exactly who we are: traveling insular vessels
careening through the universe. We’re just ducks with

shifting about self-consciously in the foyer of Daniel’s
family home, secretly convinced that I would never really
actually meet him? Why did I
want to hang out
in his workspace: the mystery cave hidden within what
appeared to be just another unassuming ranch-style
home like the rest, on this quiet street in Waller, Texas?
Hadn’t he already shown and told me what he wanted
me to know? And wasn’t Daniel recuperating from a
case of walking pneumonia, on top of all his recurring
mental health issues, which had forced him to cancel
appearances abroad and even at SXSW in nearby Austin?
Even as Bill Johnston, Daniel’s father and manager led

by the long-time Daniel Johnston nemesis: the Prince
of Darkness himself.
Whether duck or human, we possess within us as much
good as evil. We have the power to commit loving acts
and unspeakable atrocities. We’re as strong and
capable, as we are vulnerable and weak. We want love
and happiness, as we understand them: some duck

Heather) to the door, I still never thought it would happen.
If I had, I would have spent the whole time feeling like
yet another invasive asshole journalist, poking my nose
where it didn’t belong. But there wasn’t time for that,
because when I stepped through the kitchen door, Daniel
was already there, greeting me warmly and seating me

or deformed extra webbed-toe. Proof that - among the

but somehow neither claustrophobic, nor overwhelming

hear what others are saying through our Space Duck

album covers and the other two, or three-dimensional

on our own.

the universe with him.

page credits as Daniel Johnston) and he’s here to help.
Their creator, Johnston, a guy born with a superpower
that must be protected because of an equally powerful
or webbed Achilles heel), has surely known pain,
alienation, physical, physiological and psychological
challenges that defy comprehension. But, we shouldn’t
dwell on these. The world is in trouble. So now, with the

just might all be okay.
Of course, I could be way off; I misread stuff all the time.
that makes
me happy every time I see it could actually be telling me
I’m ugly and an idiot and should just crawl in a hole and
die. But I like my take on it. Maybe this is the reason why
I never have, or have wanted to, meet any of the people
who make the stuff I like. Who needs another crappy
bubble bursting? Besides, I suffer a paralyzing fear of
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Daniel Johnston has heroes. He knows what each
graphic novel super avenger of justice, rock star legend,
or photo ideal of feminine beauty stands for; their
strengths and weaknesses and secrets; and their

And it hit me: There’d been a reason I’d pitched all
my crap from two months of living and working in the
mountains of Virginia, hopped in my truck and driven
nearly eighteen hours straight - home to Houston - to
become the writer I never wanted to be. I needed to be
zapped by a few bright yellow, zig-zag, cartoon
lightning bolt realizations.
One. I wasn’t there to gawk at a crazy collection of
toys, or to satisfy some curiosity about a brilliant
man struck in his prime by a terrible, incurable and
misunderstood mental illness, or to get myself a byline
in a cool magazine; those thoughts actually dampened
my enthusiasm for the job. I did it because there was a
chance that I’d be able to experience something totally
new and unique, something I thought I might not be able
to do: enter the mind of a great artist, the extended mind
that was Daniel Johnston’s live/work space, with all his
tangible companions.
Two. This was collaboration. Daniel’s sister Marjory’s
brilliant curatorial efforts rivaled those of some of the
give such chaos such a feeling of control?). So it was
thanks to her that I was seeing something in full, which
I had glimpsed here and there in bits and pieces
throughout my whole life, never putting two and two
together with all those other twos to make the monument
now before me: the image of male desire. What boys
want, and want as men, too, and go on wanting. And I
knew that if I’d been the boy I’d wanted to be as a little
girl, my head and my home would look
like Daniel
Johnston’s.
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vision.

illustrated comic book heroes originated by artists like
Stan Lee - girls didn’t get much of that). I thrilled at every
poster and Pez dispenser and found myself transported
by the delightfully idiosyncratic collection of pop musical

For this reason, I have problems with Jeff Feuerstein’s
2006 documentary
. In it,
Daniel Johnston looks like a sad clown. A child with a
nearly blank slate. Or someone so impaired, he doesn’t

his Tijuana Brass. I was pretty sure right then that Daniel
and I had even more in common growing up - the dream
that our superpower-gifts of artistic talents would make
us rich and famous as adults. And we knew just what that
looked like: partying artists, rock, TV, or movie stars. It
was a blast to sit down and draw pictures with Daniel in
his studio and sift through just a few of the hundreds of
drawings that were colourful, cheerful, optimistic, playfully
absurd, painful and sad, haunting and disturbing.
Johnston’s comics and music - like his collection - openly
The
and
. Is naivety, or confusion
compelling him to do this, instead of solely using his own,
As we worked and talked, though,
I knew I’d walked in with adult, art world-tainted eyes
and hadn’t seen what was really going on. This wasn’t
ironic appropriation or naïve rip-off: this was an original
production: a Daniel Johnston party on a page.
He clearly knows the difference between his own
creations and others. Captain America et al are welcome
guests; cameo walk-ons in Johnston’s stories and
plays. There is always an air of homage. With no selfconsciousness about his ability to create something
wholly original and no fear of appropriation, he makes art
to give the audience the ironic wink or cynical smirk. It’s
generosity; everyone’s invited on board and there’s no
time for existential bullshit—we’ve got some art to make,
and we’re going to have a good time doing it! I did. I think
that’s what’s supposed to happen when you sit down and
make things. I’d forgotten that part. I wondered if I ever
knew it to begin with.

feel like he was simply repeating, like a broken record, a
line from one of his songs.
I would like to look away from the man behind the curtain,
or look at him as he looks back at us. He’s neither
retarded, nor naïve. This isn’t
magazine, people.
reality TV, sad sack portrait of woe. The guy is an
artist, and everything that’s in us and in our universe is
found in his works. This includes everything that’s fun,
colourful, silly and good – and everything that’s sad and
heartbreaking and disappointing. And he leavens it with
all the stuff we know is also inside us but wish wasn’t,
like ugliness, hatred, stupidity, and evil. It’s all there,
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cool, absurdly funny, cheesy stuff kids from suburban,
middle-class backgrounds who grew up in the American

it makes people uncomfortable.He’s a pure portrait of the
psyche – his, mine, ours – and that’s a rarity. Even harder

Daniel Johnston, like I said, has heroes. Though he
has very serious issues that often impair function and
judgment, he knows exactly who they are. In the
Space Ducks, the Major of his Duck
members are also credited for their heroic roles in his
stories. What Daniel Johnston needs is not a realitystyle documentary, or depiction by someone who is
telling their own story and not Daniel Johnston’s. I grew
saw Howard Hughes on TV and because I was a child,
and didn’t understand what I was looking at, I could have
gone my entire life thinking he was a rich, crazy, boobobsessed germophobe freak who walked around wearing
shit like keeping a hotel room for a cat, so that it could
watch TV.

it came to a close all too soon. And as I left Johnston’s
masks a wonderland. And it made me think about a family
that, after helplessly witnessing the near annihilation
of one of its members, who has suffered abuse at the
hands of strangers, stigma of a misunderstood medical
condition, betrayal, professional rip-off and mishandling,
loneliness, heartbreak and his own self- destruction,
stepped in to save him - to spend a lot of time trying to
keep the assholes at bay.
Daniel Johnston’s gift of genius was tainted with the
who’ve experienced it, or have been close to one who
has, can never really understand because it’s a shapeshifter of sorts - hard to pin down, since it’s different in
every different head, which understandably scares the
shit out of people), so it’s sometimes hard to understand

Those were facts, but they weren’t the whole story and
they weren’t the truth. Martin Scorsese came along
with
and showed us what, perhaps, Howard
Hughes would have wanted, rather than a disorder that
people understood even less then than they do now.
He told people what was important about his life: he
was a genius, with a passion, and he did great things
because of it.

one) - one that tells a story, where an actor portrays
Daniel Johnston - let’s hope it will lead us with insight
and compassion from the man ‘himself’, to what he
holds dear: his work.
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PHOTO ASSISTANT: BRIAN MCGUFFOG
P H O T O A S S I S T A N T: B R I A N M C G U F F O G
MAKEUP: MIRIAM ROBSTAD
MAKEUP: MIRIAM ROBSTAD
HAIR: CHARLIE TAYLOR @ WALTER SCHUPFER
H A I R : C H A R L I E T A Y L O R @ W A LT E R S C H U P F E R
MODEL: LINDSEY BYARD @ MUSE
MODEL: LINDSEY BYARD @ MUSE
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vintage chanel sunglasses
choker both from depuis 1924
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COCO/SELECTS

vintage chanel belt from depuis 1924
vintage louboutin boots from ny vintage
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white body by chromat
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vintage bodyglove top sourced by brian procell from ‘procell’
skirt by jf and son
eye rings by the great frog london
vintage chanel necklace from depuis 1924
vintage christian lacroix sunglasses from selima optique

vintage chanel necklace and suspenders from depuis 1924
knickers by only hearts
garter by falke
vintage louboutin boots from ny vintage
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white body by chromat
vintage zubaz shorts sourced by brian procell from ‘procell’
white leather belt by zana bayne
large ring by pamela love
vintage chanel choker from depuis 1924

vintage ‘vogue’ tee sourced by brian procell from ‘procell’
vintage versace earrings from depuis 1924
vintage louboutin boots from ny vintage.
pearl necklace with skull by the great frog london
gloves by sermoneta
garter by falke
eye rings by the great frog london
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we just had to get under we
thejust
hood
had
of to
theget under to
thethe
hood
cause
of the
when we setto
photographer
the cause when we set photographer
simmering drill rap scene,
simmering
which has
drill rap scene,
ryan
which
abouthas
wrangling allryan
these
about
cats.wrangling
but
all these cats. but
seen major labels rushing
seen
chicago’s
major labels rushing
recurrent
chicago’s3am school night
recurrent
no-shows,
3am wild
school night no-shows, wild
toughest streets since a toughest
teenaged streets,
chief since agoose
teenaged
chases
chief
to churches,
goose
gigschases
and video
to churches, gigs and video
keef negotiated a kanye west
keef negotiated
remix and a kanye west
shoots
remix
and cryptic
and
conversations
shoots andwith
cryptic conversations with
a label bidding war froma the
label
comfort
bidding
ofwar fromvarious
the comfort
managers
of took out
various
a fewmanagers
good men.took out a few good men.
house arrest at his nan’shouse
house.
arrest
although
at his nan’sthankfully
house. although
todd, a seasoned
thankfully
young pro,
todd, a seasoned young pro,
the media has drill’s video
thestars
mediainhas
itsdrill’s video
stepped
starsover
in its
various bodybags
steppedtoover
make
various bodybags to make
crosshairs, not many local
crosshairs,
portraitsnot
of many local
someportraits
words happen.
of
here’s
some
some
words
drill,
happen. here’s some drill,
the scene at large have been
the scene
undertaken.
at largewehave been
madeundertaken.
more photorealistic
we
made
by the
more
fact
photorealistic
that
by the fact that
didn’t know we’d lose about
didn’t
four
know
writers
we’d lose about
somefour
players
writers
didn’t showsome
up…players didn’t show up…
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just as minimalistically as his brethren. SD

we should show up around midnight. Still, when we
arrived at the South Side recording studio, neither SD
nor his manager Peeda Pan was present. I’d been
involved in a variety of Sisyphean text message
conversations with assorted managers and artists
from Chicago’s Drill rap scene over the last several
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m.i.c’s lil chris
sd

days. Preliminary interview inquiries would be met with
interest, then communication would stop when trying
to nail down a time. This made me appreciate the
respond to emails, seemingly before you hit ‘send’).
Still, with something like Drill, this is the way it should
be.
was suddenly drawn to Chicago’s South Side, home
of a dark, crude style of rap. The scene’s bedrock
is YouTube videos and social networking, where
artists will have dozens of DIY music videos, but no
releases other than a handful of online mixtapes. The
usual music-sharing platforms are neglected, as the
music spreads by mobile YouTube hits and hashtags
producer and consort) and A Zae are behind scores
of videos of Chicago crews bouncing in front of a
camera, waving guns and smoking weed. While the
videos look grimy and threatening, they also recall my
imitations of the skateboarding tricks and pranks I
saw in
and Birdhouse’s
.

83
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synth lines of Drill. In contrast to the synth melodies,
rhythm is aggressive, abrasive and busy, stocked
with the buzzing sixteenth note and triplet hi-hats
made famous by Lex Luger’s productions for Waka
Flocka Flame. Every song is also loaded with that
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sasha go hard Originally something
of a Drill scene queen, she has recently
taken a turn in the direction of MIA, nabbing
productions from Diplo for her
mixtape. She has expressed regret
over the potential effect that her gun waving
in early videos may have had on her
younger fans.

FruityLoops.
While clearly a descendent of DJ Paul and Juicy J’s
is less eerie and much more bombastic. Still, the
chance that any of these artists have heard a Triple
6 mixtape is a long shot. When asked about their
artists like Lil Wayne and Young Jeezy. However, the
percussive, on-the-beat delivery of Drill rappers has
much more in common with Project Pat’s
Green album, as does their tendency to rap whole
etc.). Just as trap livened up and commercialised the
back towards the basic and hostile. Wordplay and
punchlines are minimal. Beats are just slow enough
to be awkward and have a drugged-out menace to
them, rather than a rowdy club effect.
The violence and swagger of this music ties in with
Chicago’s statistically impressive crime rate over

money mtmg
85
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chief keef The teenager brought outside
attention to Chicago’s scene via a World Star
hip-hop video featuring a fan shrieking and
from juvenile detention. His raw videos for
bidding war, won by Interscope records while
he was under house arrest at his nan’s house.
label imprint for full-length albums from many
other Chicago rappers.

recent years. Many rap hack attempts have been made
stereotypes. But rather than digging into causes of
those caught in that world. The music is all about
self-awareness. It is an almost meditative obsession
with the moment, although I’m not sure how Eckhart

ufb + dj kenn

) would classify this type of presence.
----------------The Complex is a basement recording studio on
Wabash in Chicago’s South Loop. While in the 2000s

on music, doing early productions for Chief

of the 6000s of the Englewood and East Side
neighbourhoods where most of Chicago’s Drillers
grew up. The South Loop is a bizarre relic of the
economic bubble in the 2000s. The blocks of housing
projects that were a few blocks away have been
taken down and there are several high-rises full of
multi-million dollar condos just down the street.
However, the bubble burst before the neighbourhood
could totally come around; so, instead of bars and
restaurants, there are vacant storefronts and the
occasional fast food joint.
Upon our arrival, we knew that SD and Peeda Pan
weren’t present, and we didn’t know how long we
would have to wait. Fortunately, we ran into UFB

87

86

king louie One of the more technically
generation of hip-hop that predates Drill. Many
local success and hustle and modeled
themselves after him. Louie has a full-length

forthcoming documentary and mixtapes and eager to
play their music on a phone for us. They were most
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dj victoriouz

of city limits. UFB is from Chicago’s Low End
neighborhood. Says AD,
Still, they peg themselves as
outsiders to the Drill scene, referring to their style as
We using music to have a better life. We record and
write every single day. We tryna rap about what we
see every day. And we see that violent stuff, too! But

fried chicken from Harold’s and made french-fry
sandwiches, Tadoe mumbled cryptically and passed
out with one eye open.

Instagram. Once you’ve reached a certain level of

dj hustlenomix
89

88

is a never-ending stream of people talking about
you - and everyone wants to hear what people are
saying about them. While the face presented to the
world is that of guns, drugs and clubs, the reality we

Still, SD has a phrase that sums it all up succinctly.
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ufb erk
UFB are much more upbeat, requesting that

I reply,
your glory though, right? You want to buy cribs and
shit. You want to drive a decent-ass car. It’s all about

putting him in his glory. There’s all kinds of ways you
can get in your glory, man - it’s just how you take it.

We continued to chat about upcoming tours and Tadoe
woke up from time to time to offer some more garbled
input. Manager Peeda Pan was teased for suggesting
that SD’s forthcoming album be called
Savage”
nervous when discussing the potential of driving over
the Ambassador Bridge from Detroit to Windsor, to get
Questions about the creative process or the intent of
in there and rap. I don’t write nothin’ down. I can rap
conversation that can be had with high people who
are looking at their cell phones. But, that’s exactly the
way it should have been. After weeks of chasing drill
rappers around our city, it seems right the meatiest
soundbite we got was something between a contact
high and a tweet.
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WOLFGANG
TILLMANS
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the one-and-only wolfgang tillmans and

T H E O N E - A N D - O N L Y W O L F G A N G Trap’s
I L L Mmost
A N Scolourful
A N D R chameleon,
A P ’ S M O Sthe
T COLOURFUL
gender-blending
mykki
blanco,
get
C H A M E L E O N , T H E G E N D E R - B L E N D I N G M Y K K I B L A N C O , G E T IitT T O G E T H E R
together in this zen portrait session.
I N T H I S Z E N P O R T R A I T S E S S I O Nmykki’s
. M Y K new
K I ’ ep
S ‘betty
N E W rubble:
E P ‘ B Ethe
TTY RUBBLE:
initiation’
is
a
hip-hop
perfect
T H E I N I T I A T I O N ’ I S A H I P - H O P P E R F E C T T E N U N D E R - T O N ten
E D underWITH
toned with tight punk rock spanx. tillmans
T I G H T P U N K R O C K S P A N X . T I L L Mfans
A N ScanF enjoy
A N S some
C A Nface
E N time
J O Y with
S O MhisE F A C E
artworks
at
upcoming
solo
shows
T I M E W I T H H I S A R T W O R K S A T U P C O M I N G S O L O S H O W S I N inN new
EW YORK,
york, london, tokyo, arles and santiago.
LONDON, TOKYO, ARLES AND SANTIAGO.
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ALBUM:
BROOKE
SMITH
ROD
GLACIAL
WORDS

you may know brooke smith as the hollywood
actress from ‘grey’s anatomy’, or’the
silence of the lambs’, but she also had a
major part in new york hardcore - this
time, behind the camera. after identifying
her as the secret photographer behind some
iconic nyhc imagery, we tracked her down.
enjoy this slice of new york history as
brooke smith kindly lets us in on her
hardcore teen daze....
99
54

54
98

first off, it’s not very common for a famous
actress to have a ‘real’ facebook - and
even better, to parley with us on it, so
thank you. is it your experience that the
hardcore/punk scene still reflects the
inclusive ‘no fans/no stars’ mentality?
I started the account so I could get back in touch with
so it’s more a testament to you that you found me!

how did you discover the scene in the ‘80s?
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[ J& A ]

music, but also in search of people I could relate to.
I needed there.

was it kind of a rebellion going to cbgb
instead of studying? I wasn’t very good at school.
I had problems with authority and couldn’t understand
why I should be reading a book my teacher wanted me
to read, when I would rather read something that I was
interested in. It’s very hard for me to be motivated to
do something that didn’t come from an organic,
internal desire of my own.

some people wonder what attracts girls
to the hardcore scene. seen from the
outside, it’s dirty, violent, rough, macho
and sometimes downright dumb. (what’s not
to like?!). but what was the appeal for you?
I was an angry teenager and was drawn to others who
were like-minded. I found the scene to be authentic and
real and I’m still drawn to authenticity today. People
themselves as something they’re not, or something
they think they should be.

you’re 18 and you have to create an essential
mix of your all-time favourite tracks for
a radio show - what you choose? Bad Brains,
Agnostic Front, Murphy’s Law, Cause For Alarm, The

you’ve said nyhc was the last truly artistic
movement. could you elaborate a little on
that? That statement came from my husband, who

101
54

100
54

for the love of it. And it didn’t feel derivative at all,
it was just ours.

when did you start taking pictures? what
equipment did you use and is photography
still such a passion? I wasn’t very good in school,
but I always liked taking photos. I did take photography
in high school, but wasn’t patient enough to learn the
technical side as much as I should have. I just started
taking photos wherever I was. At shows, hanging
out with friends.... I was especially drawn to trying to
capture the energy and experience of what it was like to
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in the U.S. where people were just doing it for

did you ever meet bri hurley back in the day?
she also took great pictures of the late ‘80’s
nyhc scene. I’m sure we must’ve met back then but
a lot of my memories from that time are cloudy, if you
know what I mean! I bought a copy of her book
A Scene and think it’s got some great stuff in it.

could you tell juke a little more about the
urban legend/ wiki-factoid that says you
lived in the same flat with jeff buckley
while he was recording “grace”? Jeff was a
very good friend of mine. I met him in Los Angeles and
an apartment with an extra bedroom he moved right in.
I still miss him so much.

did you keep in contact with people from
nyhc? do you know people from the scene
who went down such an unpredictable path
as your hollywood career? I do keep in contact
with a lot of my old friends and I don’t think any of us
could have predicted the many different paths we all
went down!

we read on the ‘double cross’ hardcore
blog that you plan to put out a book with
your pictures – when can we look forward
to this?
of photos when the movie is done and being released.
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bau cap by nasir mazhar

BOYS: LUIK @ MODELS 1
ADAM KASZEWSKI @ D1
JOSH @ AMCK
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print jacket by bobby abley

BOYS: LUIK @ MODELS 1
ADAM KASZEWSKI @ D1
JOSH @ AMCK
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white t-shirt by palace
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fluoro jumper by kenzo
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sweat joggers by nasir mazhar
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white t-shirt by palace
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DON’T HO
ME IF YOU
DON’T
KNOW ME
by lucy stehlik
photos thomas giddings

brooke candy’s hexagram has been carved on
the digital boulevard of hollyweird dreams
since she was born brooke dyan candy,
on international stoner day 4/20. fastforwarding that babe in arms to the grimes
video cameo that tumbld her off the greasy
pole and onto the hotseat as our favourite
sword-wielding, cybergoth-medusa-comeprofessional stripper was pretty much
scripted from birth.
But attention, all slackers: leveraging a blog-tuned Best
Supporting Weirdo role into a record contract and worldtouring career takes a little something extra. A hustlers’
instinct. A real asshole of a monkey on your back. A
shrewd sense of your own currency and how and where

blogosphere, we got to spend some face time with the
3D Brooke: a birdlike 23 year-old and recovering heroin
addict, who had never seen snow.

[ J& A ]
ok, so since pictures say 1000 words and all
that, can you talk us through your tattoos?
All of my tattoos are black ink tattoos. I’m personally
not obsessed with tattoos that have a lot of meaning.
Although I’m sure I’ll probably get a few that do. I mean,
some of mine now have meaning that didn’t have any
meaning in the beginning.

like that sofa? bet you haven’t spent any
quality time on the couch for a while.

wanna be true and real’ and he’s honestly one of my
weird voice where he would like change voices and he
would be like really bipolar with his raps, which is like
original. So that inspired that. I have like 3 dots on my
mi vida loca - my crazy life.

dark side. Not. I believe in a lot of the things that Satanic
teachings teach; I don’t believe in Satan or Jesus.
But Satanism, if you’ve read into it - it makes sense.
Some of it; not all of it.

like most big ideas
many is that now? I haven’t been keeping count? 1, 2,

work. Who knows? Maybe even some talent. JUKE
When I lived in San Francisco, I got a tattoo on my
We’re not even close.

and-forth communication, during which Brooke’s solo
rap career eclipsed her previous web walk-on role,
we prepared for Brooke’s arrival on UK tarmac. Our
interview coincided with her European debut - and the
profound impression that she was being groomed for
photo opportunities by inherently boring people wasn’t
lost in translation as the ether crackled with inane
fashion hashtags.
bombing where this ratchet strippogram cipher ruled the

wow.

nails? Which is like my philosophy in life, which is like,

named him Gotti, after my favourite person John Gotti,
the infamous mobster. I’m Italian, so I have you know...
love for the mob. So yeah, I got that. In a heart. In a
place where I’d see it. Even though I had him for maybe
six months, I felt the strongest connection to this dog
that I’ve ever felt to anything in my whole entire fucking
life. It was so intense for me. I’ve never felt so much
love for something. So when I had to give it away. I was

any other tattoos?
understand one thing he’s saying. Like literally [does
life. Because I’m Jewish.
115
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that’s a whole lotta roots
we’ve touched on one of your heroes, o.d.b.
– but you’ve also talked about your love for
amy winehouse and lil kim. it’s interesting
you’ve chosen these two women. they’re both
pretty dark – and they both started out very
confidently and kind of wholesomely before
developing pretty serious body issues…
I wouldn’t say Lil Kim has body issues....

but she’s addicted to surgery! But I don’t think
naked, which is how I am. Who’s to say, you know,
what I’m gonna do in the future? She also had a lot of
- a lot of things happened to her that could’ve fucked
with her head.

can you see - having had the amount of hype
you’ve had in the last couple of months how that could happen to someone though?
Oh yeah, totally. I feel like it’s very easy to be broken in
this industry. As a woman especially.

that’s why you need gays around you? Exactly.
every - I mean, I’m gay - if it wasn’t for every gay man
who tells me that I have great tits and that I have an
amazing body. Even if I don’t and they’re fucking lying to
me, they tell me so often that I believe them and I show

for our shoot, we saw another side to you,
like this glamorous hollywood icon thing
as well as this hood side. that was a while
back and your image has changed a lot,
have you felt like that was a self-fulfilling
prophecy at all, like as your image evolved,
you’ve started really making it?
was actually the start of it too, which is really amazing.
But yeah, I never wanted to be pigeonholed – like, “Oh,
that’s her one look”. Even though Amy Winehouse had
know? Which is like a gift. I do something way different
to her. I do something that doesn’t appeal to as many
people. So, as far as my looks go, I didn’t want to be
“Oh, the bitch with the braids, the fucking chick with
the braids, oh, the weirdo with the stack shoes and the
braids”. Like while I do still do that, I do still wanna be
versatile. I wanna appeal to many people. It’s not the
only thing I like. I have a lot of different interests and a
lot of different aesthetic styles that I’m into. I need to
get out everything that’s in my head. I’m too crazy and,
like, bored to stick with one thing for too long. I have to
switch it up otherwise I’ll go fucking mad.

we wanted to show you without the braids
and you were concerned at first. do you
find the braids to be not just good for
performance and as a visual aid, but like
a security blanket in a way so it’s scary
to strip back totally?
because I don’t have long hair and, um, it’s more that I

i can’t believe you live with ariel [pink]…
that’s so weird…

everyday. I wanna do the same things pop stars do,
but in a really fucked up, dark way.

it’s almost like you pulled everyone in with
this brash persona and the sex - and then
you flipped the script with a positive
message about being a woman and not taking
any shit.
don’t know, like they all ask me the same things like

but while all these tumblr rappers are still
talking about weed, how does it feel to be
speaking out loud for people who...it’s
almost like with mykki (blanco) and the new
york scene and even rappers
but also like, kendrick, sweatshirt, the
a$ap mob with their fashion shit, it’s like
it’s uncool to be a macho homophobic thug
now. so where would you place yourself in
the rap game? it’s like its time. it’s never
been so ready.
people that’s like...hardcore. I wouldn’t class myself in
if you read his press and shit, he makes homophobic
remarks.

more just this metrosexual thing they’ve
got going on
give a fuck and that gay people should be able to do
say something really homophobic. I feel like I’m [starts
speaking slowly with determination] vocalising and really

telling me that an old form of witchcraft - like hypnotism
- is hair swinging. So, not only is it badass, but also
cool that it has some fucking meaning. So it was a way

by this shit. For real. And I don’t know how much these

And I could look different and do that ritualistic shit
on stage.

But if you haven’t been
thrown out of your house for being gay and you haven’t

you must have so many ideas for tour
performance and stage shows and all that
shit. Oh my god, you have NO IDEA. Once I have

or any beating or that, then what the fuck do you know
about it? And why you gonna pretend that you’re a part
of it? So I feel like I’m speaking out of authenticity and
I’m on the forefront and will continue to be.

at a totally normal strip club, where every girl looked like
Kim Kardashian.

[adopts dreamy husky starlet voice and almost English
accent] I’m going to do amazing things.

well, bullying’s so awesome because it makes
really strong people. it’s a huge problem
but...

wow. I mean, I worked at an upscale strip club, so
every girl looked like a knock-off Kim Kardashian and

backup dancers? pyro?

PROBLEM. But life is fucking hard. If you go through
your life and everything’s peachy keen your whole
fucking childhood and you get everything you want,
chances are when you are 18, 20, 25, 30 - who knows,
maybe you will have a perfect life - but chances are you
won’t and when something bad happens, you’re not
gonna know how to fucking handle it. I’ve been dealing
with shit since I’ve been 8 years old [she speaks

so your ‘fagmob’ is almost like the antidote
to the stripping? you can get naked and be
sexual without anyone expecting anything
from you or judging you for it.
so stripping – the places i’ve been to, it’s
like, just these stereotypes that middle
management dudes in suits can understand,
like the ‘fiery latina’ or the preppy
cheerleader type, or whatever. what kind
of strip joint did you work in where these
estate agent dudes could handle you? I worked

my stripping. Although I want people to understand, it
that I stood out and I was different.
walk into a strip club, there’s typically a different girl for
every kind of person. It’s like a fanny Baskin-Robbins.

and have a choreographed stripping routine and be
hanging upside down while I’m rapping, with like two
male strippers next to me and I’m naked or whatever.
We have a lot of odd ideas. Different, not your normal
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cool - jewish…. italian… Jewish Italian.
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is...bullshit. I’m numbing myself for
reasons that... Because I wasn’t happy.

appropriating a crappy, lazy facsimile of
you?
like I’m such a creative person. I don’t like the idea,
of people taking things from cultures that they don’t

it’s made me a stronger person. And I’m trying to help
voice cracks] to experience what I’ve had to experience.
Fucking heartbreaking.

when you’re around the people you care
about or playing with your dog or
whatever, how far away are you from brooke
candy, the persona? It’s really not a persona. I
mean, it’s my real name. It’s who I am.. I wouldn’t

honest.
up one day and I was living in San Francisco and I was

Finally found people who loved me for who I was.
combination of me not wanting to ever go back to that
lifestyle, because I was literally so goddamn suicidal,
there was nothing for me to live for. And now I feel like
I have something to live for. So it’s a combination of

one thing that is different about what people think is - I
mean, I’m shy. I’m really shy.
can possibly be.

really?

And

really scary and I’m afraid of you’ and I mean, I’m so
nice. I treat everyone the same. Everyone deserves the
fuck you do. If you’re the President of the United States,

other day. I don’t take from anyone that I don’t feel like
I relate to. I don’t wear a bikini for no other reason than
I was a fucking stripper, you know what I mean? Do I
do feel like it’s disrespectful if people take from me, but

that must feel like a zillion miles away
right now. that life?
I did it. But it’s like so crazy to think, that I literally didn’t
leave a room. I swear, swear, swear - on my eyesight
- I did not leave a room. I shared a room with my

you’ve been really open and honest and i
really appreciate that, but people kinda
mentioned that your dad was quite an
interesting dude and that he had all like the
paraphernalia of a healthy sex life around
and he was quite open about it. he must be
proud of you right now.
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slowly, stressing key words with handclaps]. Like, I
understand torture and horrifying shit. And I understand
being hated for what I am and what I can’t help. So

he’s not? No. In fact. People are getting it mixed up.

when I was like 8. But my dad works for Larry Flynt,

of respect. Like everyone on our trip - this trip - we
I mean, I’m not, not normally, into guys. Shared a room
world. I have never left Los Angeles. I don’t have the
money. I’ve fucking never seen snow. It’s like that kind
of shit. So it’s like everything that’s happening I see as
a blessing and every person I meet, I don’t care what
they’re doing - if they’re cleaning the room, or driving
me, or they’re doing something for me - I ask them what
their name is, what they do, where they’re from, how
they are. I wanna make friends with everyone. I feel like
it’s so unfortunate when people don’t have that mindset.

some people can’t wait to be treating people
like shit!
how to appreciate life in general.

so you don’t really drink or take drugs…
i mean you obviously smoke weed - but drugs
arent a big deal for you. is that a work
ethic thing, like a donald trump thing,
or have you had experiences that made
you this way? It’s a combination of both. Like, I
escalated, so like my whole middle school and high
school, I was fucked up. And it was all to hide certain

morning, I would wake up, he would go bike, get us
drugs, bring it back. I wouldn’t leave the room. I never
spoke to any human being. I never fucking [voice
being alive, you know? Now I have a reason to live,
so I need to take advantage of it and be as clearheaded as I possibly can.

Have you found it interesting, interacting
with more mainstream people, who haven’t
seen shit, as opposed to the kind of
subcultures and eccentric people that you
were hanging out with before?
I’ve BEEN in the underground scene and that’s my home
and that’s my everything. So to break the mainstream
as an underground artist and keep that underground
sensibility would be sick, because I don’t feel like
any one mainstream artist has done that yet. I feel
like mainstream artists, if they have any underground
I mean, they
have teams of people that go in to clubs that we would

was homeless. I had two parents and I was homeless.
Jesse took me in because they didn’t wanna love me.
I had kicked...I was living with my mom when I was
coming off of heroin and then - I told her...I came out and then she kicked me out.

so like heroin’s ok, but your sexuality’s
not?

and I went with him to work, he had boxes as tall as
me of dildoes and stacks of porn magazines. I mean
he was working behind the scenes - he wasn’t like a
porn photographer or anything like that, but it’s very
hypocritical in a sense, that I was raised around that and
now, I’m doing this and you can’t watch it and you don’t
accept me for it, you dont believe me. It’s very odd and
it makes me feel disconnected and sad.

so, about your music: your first album. are
you scared about that? No.
is there anything else you want to say? I think

a bunch of weirdos and faggots and people doing their
thing and they have their teams go in and literally take
photos of everyone and write down what’s going on.

my favourite interview I’ve ever done. I hate interviews.

addicted to other like...heroin, you know, opiates....
all this shit. It’s a lifestyle for us, so I want break through
me into the darkest rabbithole you can possibly imagine.

happy to be a part of that.
maintain it as a mainstream artist.

anything else? I’m a nasty bitch?
a time, with the blinds drawn. I had a weird realisation

do you worry about people being
shorthanded or lazy about you, or

i don’t know about that... [Laughs]
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JACUZZI
BOYS GET
POPPED
there was a time, several years ago, when
iggy pop - perpetually shirtless, permatanned godfather of proto-punk - seemed
down on the very genre he helped pioneer.
if iggy – real name, james osterberg - helped
create a signature loose, loud and, yes,
raw power sound with the stooges, his 2009
solo album,‘préliminaires’, sounded light
years away from those groin- churning
beginnings. a sober collection of jazz and
lounge-inflected crooning, it came on the
heels of a string of interviews where iggy
proclaimed he was over rock-and-roll.
Not too long after that, however, he met Jacuzzi Boys,

third LP, Glazin’
glam, garage, and, yes, Stooges, frayed-at-the-edges
purposefully dumb, but fun name alone was enough to

society, with Iggy shouting out Jacuzzi Boys in interviews
and, this April, spinning their song “Island Ave.” on
Australian radio. It might be pushing it to credit the
friendship with renewing Iggy’s love of searing guitars,
but his new album with the Stooges, Ready to Die, blows
away much of his 2009-era rock naysaying.
We had to get them together in person and absorb the
bromantic nuances of the musical cross-pollination in the
Ready to Die’s release date, JUKE crashed casa Iggy with
the Jacuzzi Boys - singer/guitarist Gabriel Alcala, bassist
Danny Gonzalez and drummer Diego Monasteri. Iggy’s
Miami “clubhouse,” is the smaller of of two homes he
owns in the city. It’s a private spot on tropical grounds,
bordering a small river and overrun with tropical lizards.
It’s where he goes to write music and relax. When we
arrived, we found him sunbathing on a lawn chair.
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kids. I had that for three years and I was still living in
might shoot me or something, because everybody told
me Miami had a bad rap. It used to be really bad, the
reputation of this town. I actually got my condo here from
Manson paintings. And Manson would be yelling stuff,
like, “Promote this shit, motherfucker, or when I get out of
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I was with all the Mariel people and all the bad

DANNY: Actually, some of Manson’s music isn’t that bad.
IGGY: I know and I tried to play some of it in Australia, but

of Man
a big thing, because you’re not supposed to take a picture

DANNY: [laughs] When did you get this place?
IGGY: About 2004. I spend the night here, about twice

had that and some other really, truly good things. And
they were ok with you and ok with a song by Iceage, but
not the rest of it. I thought the Iceage cut sounded good. I
didn’t know about them, but then I read a review of them
in the New York Times. What I liked about it was that it
said they only play 20 minutes and that’s what I used to
do when I started. So I was curious: how long do you
play? Like 30, 40 minutes now?
GABRIEL: About 30.

State Park a lot, and somebody told me you guys practise
DIEGO MONASTERI: All the songs are much faster
live, too.
DANNY:
restaurants that are in there.

[ J& A ]

IGGY:
restaurants. I’ve eaten there before.

DANNY GONZALEZ:

IGGY POP: No problem. Well, they put me on the spot

DANNY: Sometimes it’s hard to go back after that
and listen to the recordings because it’s like, what

IGGY: Well, did you smoke dope?
DANNY:
mostly park rangers. So I lived in a trailer there with my
family. It was pretty neat; there were no complaints

DANNY: While recording?
IGGY: No, before you play. It really helps you slow things

song by you guys and I love the video. Did you do the
video yourselves?

IGGY: A lot of European people go there in the summer,
because they have good taste, and they’re all organized,

GABRIEL ALCALA: No, a friend of ours did it, who lives

Go there.”

right by Mt. Sinai hospital, and I was living there and that
girlfriend who I met here. Miami Beach isn’t a couples
GABRIEL:
IGGY:
GABRIEL: It’s the video for our song “Glazin.’” It’s
basically vaginas dressed up as puppets, lip-synching
the song.

getting more criminal, and then the house started falling
apart, because it was an old house.
IGGY:
about The Idiot. People come down here and they want

DANNY: What brought you down to Miami to begin with?
IGGY:

IGGY: Oh wow, I’ve got a vagina video, too. It’s called
“Pussy Walk.”
The Origin

owned a condo in the Versailles, you know that building?

at Elektra, or had said, “We don’t want to do anything
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who managed the Winter Brothers - Edgar and Johnny
Winter - and there was an Edgar Winter concert, so he
so great, and I thought, “God, I’d love to be there.” When I
tension, I would get in the Ferrari, right by Mt. Sinai, and

go to Gonzalez Fish Market on Watson Island. It was
like Flipper
everything was low-key and rural and there were pelicans
But now that’s all gone, eh? Like, where I had my house
in Miami Beach, that’s right across the street from where
[disgraced baseballer] A-Rod’s house is now. It got all
party-hearty, too. I mean I like to play music, but I’m not
out all the time.

though I can’t remember where. It might have been one of
the local papers I read, like the Biscayne Times or

DANNY: Our new rehearsal space is actually right by

Miami New Times.

warehouses are. We practice right there among all
the fruit trucks.

JUKE: Did you meet in person then?
IGGY:

IGGY:
Schweppes, and they had me down there. I love it down
there; the street life is not like America, at all. It’s a lot
better. And people there dress with no money, but lots

DANNY:

GABRIEL:
IGGY: Do you go on late when you play there?
Everything there is at like 1 or 2 A.M.
DANNY:
IGGY:
Danger Mouse with me and we went around 10. By

owners of the warehouse, where the show was, got too
annoying about trying to make a deal with me about

JUKE:
last record came out, was that you were really down on

IGGY: Well yeah. I mean, I like the way they play, because
their sound’s LOOSE - not like it’s all a big fucking deal.
record, and it’s a good fucking record - but it’s like doing
community service for me. It’s so hard. And it’s a good
album, but it’s hard to be in a rock band. Jacuzzi Boys are
younger. When you get older, everyone gets so tough to
deal with.
GABRIEL: We almost fell out of our chair at the promo
clip for the album, though.

JUKE:
Boys? Did you see them play, or did you hear their
music?

IGGY:

IGGY: I heard their name - and I’m really, really oriented
towards names and lyrics and stuff. I thought, “What a

you have any ideas?” So I wrote down all these ideas,
like, “I want to be a homeless scarecrow, or, I want to be
a menial worker.” So they took it and made it into a script.

thing that Lauren Reskin, the owner of Sweat Records,
dragged me to. I think she asked me who I wanted to play
them, and I heard “Island Ave.” and a couple others. I
think I might have heard about you guys before that, too,

then we went down Fourth Avenue and Southwest
threw the bones and all that.
DANNY: Were they all positive?
IGGY:
It was all phony.
JUKE:
IGGY:
serious about it and they would only go so far with the

that place on Biscayne and 80-something - the glass

Compliance
one more promo clip for my album that’s going to come
out, where I went around to fortune tellers asking if we’re

there
was a certain way you had to handle the money and a
certain thing they had to go through. Each of them also

is my record going to sell?” Actually, one of the ladies told
I never thought about that shit until I
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Fully Flared [Lakai, 2007]

BLACK
DAVE
GETS
SPIKED
with lucy stehlik
photos alex de mora, melisa fernandez

unless you’re a blind inuit tribesman,
confined to the ice-flecked wolfskins of
your igloo’s corner sofa, you know spike
jonze is responsible for twenty years of
mould-obliterating celluloid.

that I’m at the other side now – I really appreciate it.
BD:
skateboarding? I’ve seen all your videos from years
prior - Girl Yeah Right, Blind Video Days,
Fully Flared

Spike’s sweetly weird touch is unmistakable, whether

SJ: With Yeah Right, we’d already been doing Girl
[Skateboards] for about ten years, and before that, I grew

Where the Wild Things
Are or Being John Malkovich
acting role (one alter ego, Richard Koufey, is the dorky
dance group leader in his proto-viral video for Fatboy

magazine, but also was skating a lot - shooting photos
and skating. I was doing some ads for World Industries you know that company?
BD:

Finding a young admirer to parley with Spike Jonze
SJ:
Dave, who’s as comfortable shredding on skateboard,
as on a verse. We got the pro skater and rapper chatting
to Spike about big ideas and their transition from
braincream to big screen.

[ J& A ]
BLACK DAVE: Spike how’s it going man? It’s really
a great pleasure to talk to you man.
SPIKE JONZE:
doing a show downtown - it was awesome.
BD:
saying how - y’know - growing up, I would honestly
watch Yeah Right and the Beastie Boys’ “Sabotage” every
single day. But when you’re a kid, you don’t realise that

guy, Steve Rocco, who owned it, I asked him one day if
didn’t have any time and if I wanted to, I could. I’d always
liked making little videos with friends, but I had never done
anything really. So he gave me the company credit card
and I bought a camera and a little edit system and started
Rubbish Heap, my
second one was Blind Video Days, with Mark Gonzales
and Jason Lee.
BD:
At the time, they really set that bar. I mean, Video Days
really set the standard for every video after. And that was
Guy [Mariano]’s best part. I wanted to say: what would
you say are the big similarities between hip-hop culture
and skateboarding culture? Not only today, but back

the music, but what’s behind it. And when I got older, I

SJ:
of the hip-hop culture, but I’ve worked a lot with it, like

SJ:
on the other side of that relationship so much with the
people and things that have inspired me. It’s nice to hear

I’ve worked a lot with Kanye West in the last seven, eight
years. So I have certain friends who I’m really close to
in the hip-hop world. But I’d say with all three of those
- Pharcyde, the Beastie Boys and Kanye – there’s a real
dedication to the creative and to making it their own,
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BD: Spike, would you say there’s a connection between
all of your videos? I mean, you worked with such a
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whether it’s music, album covers, the videos, working
I think that it’s similar to skating in that it’s competitive,
and it feels more like you’re competing with yourself.
Either you’re with your friends and it’s really individual
and you’re trying to land a trick you haven’t done, or skate
in a spot you’ve never skated before, but you’re with your
friends and you’re pushing each other, supporting each

video for their record called “Forever Dolphin Love”. I
watched it really late at night when I was half asleep, but
like it had no budget.
the idea. It always has and it always will, and somebody
with the best idea will always rise to the top.

Fatboy Slim. I mean, you can’t really compare anyone’s
roster with that. It’s so varied. Would you say there’s
a connection between the artists you worked with and
the videos? Like, what draws you to want to work with
videos you’ve made?

like the Beastie Boys, when
we went to shoot “Sabotage” , or any of these videos,
actually: it always felt like we were going out skating

JUKE: Sorry to bust in here Spike, but I had to ask you
with the cat that was her boyfriend - that’s my favourite
video of all time.

and cracking each other up in a van, with a bunch of
and getting shots.
so I guess there’s some similarity between skating with
your friends and making music with your friends.

SJ:
of all time?
JUKE: Well, I’m a bit of a cat freak and the whole package

BD: I feel the exact same way. I’m 21 now and I’ve
probably been skating for like 11 years. So I grew up

don’t have a certain group - it’s not like, “Oh, I have
to skate with the white kids; he’s with the black kids.”

about two years ago, I see the same thing. Like you
said, it’s a competition with yourself: that’s exactly right,

SJ: Actually, the idea started with making this video it was the year she was on tour and it was right around
the record “Medulla”. And I went to see her in LA and
after her LA show, we had a dance party - this big
drunken messy dance party, where we ended up falling

and there were like 18 of us in two vans and we went
to Boston and then we went to the show and it was
amazing - and afterwards we went backstage to say

SJ:
song and I love the artist. If the artist is exciting to me
and inspiring to me and the song is inspiring. I guess,
looking back on it, almost all of the artists - not Notorious
B.I.G, because he’d already passed away when I did that
video [for “Sky’s the Limit”], so I sadly didn’t get to meet
him – but, all the other artists: even though they’re so
varied, there’s like, a shared sensibility.
or Weezer, or the Beastie Boys, or Fatboy Slim, or the
Pharcyde, or Kanye, there’s like a real shared sensibility
It’s like making something that’s for us - that’s going to
making something to sell, but really making something
that is going to excite us. And you know, loads of other
artists that I wrote treatments for, that they didn’t like
the treatments, and I didn’t work with - it’s sort of meant
to be that I used the artists that I connected with and
who connected with what I was trying to do. It’s almost
like there’s a natural selection to the people you end up
working with, because you’re inspired by each other or
excited by each other.

wanna keep on. Every time I hit the stage, or I’m in the
see that connection with both.
SJ:
BD: I wanted to ask you, coming from an era where
to nowadays where there’s such a high demand for, like,
internet videos - how do you feel about that? Like, there’s
such a high demand for lower budget videos.
SJ: I guess there’s not the budgets there were back
then, but I still think it all comes down to the idea and the
execution. Even with the low budget – like, I watched this
video, and it looked like it had no budget, but between the

“I’ve probably got to get some rest for the next tour”,
but her friends started playing music and we started
drinking and then four hours later, we’re in the middle
of another messy dance party, falling all over each other.
were saying we would do a messy dance party video. So
it started with that, and I sat down and she sent me the
Because I was really intending to do a drunken dance

with her friends.
JUKE:
of the way.

BD:
whether it’s a lower budget video, like “What’s Up
“Sabotage” where there was more money, they all kind

even your skate videos, y’know?
SJ:
in the case of the Beastie Boys, people I love and I know
really intimately - and we come up with ideas together.
And it really is like making stuff with your friends.
Shooting shit and cracking each other up. In the skating
and with everything, I’m working with people I love. On
the movies I’ve done I’m working with actors I love and
cinematographers I love. On the skate videos I’m working
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with my oldest friends. I’ve known Guy since he was
14; I’ve known Mark Johnson now for about 10 or 11

to seeing what you’re up to.

us on Yeah Right, and there’s that thing - and I’m sure
you’d know it too - your friends that you work with, you’re
excited to hear what their ideas are and it makes you

the music should be and who the actors should be, and
it comes down to who the characters are. With every
movie, it’s trying to make it feel like the characters made
the movie, or the movie made itself.
movie is really about, and to me, every decision comes

BD: And you’re more welcoming to their ideas too,
because that’s your homies. It’s not someone in a suit

know, with Where the Wild Things Are, the movie was
about being nine years old. So the way it was shot, the

welcome in every piece of advice.

way it looked, Where the Wild Things Are tried to serve
that theme. We wanted to make it feel like the movie was
making itself - that Max, the character, was making the
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Fully Flared [Lakai, 2007]

SJ:
BD: I think that’s what’s gonna make for a great product.
Do you have any advice for someone like myself who’s
young and in hip-hop and the skateboarding world,
trying to direct their own videos? And you know, I take
inspiration from what you do. Like I said, I told JUKE that
I’m a huge fan of your work, always have been, but do
you have any advice for someone like myself, who’s in

there was a danger to it that represented Max feeling in
danger and at risk. Both from stuff at home and stuff on
the island. So I guess I approach it that way.
BD:
your belt, what would you say is up next for you?
SJ:
Her. We’re in the process. We edit our movies for a long

SJ:
this year.
making stuff.

BD:
or are you trying to keep it under wraps?

out why it was bad. Sometimes you make stuff for the
SJ:
connected to the idea, but you think it’d be cool to work
really talked about it too much, at this point, it’s still in our

something works, why you did something, why you
want to do something. Also, I think working with other
people that are really creative and inspiring - talking
about cameraman and editors - I’ve worked with people
that I’ve learned a lot from.

BD:

BD:
monumental, Being John Malkovich, Adaptation, Where
the Wild Things Are, but they’re all very different in their
own ways. What’s your thought process going into

BD:
I said, I really look up to you with everything I do.

SJ:
But I think it comes down to the decision process of

SJ:

SJ:
you and it’s awesome to see what you’re doing and I
appreciate you reaching out to do this.
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BRATKING:
HIP-HOP
ON SOME
N E XT S H I T
by reuben rodriguez-robbins
photos harry harvey

ok, i’ve tried to play it off like ratking
wasn’t shit and that, if i wasn’t up on it,
it wasn’t worth my time. that was my first
mistake. my second was thinking their name
was a reference to master splinter from the
ninja turtles. ratking, however, is not your
saturday morning cartoon special. they are
the latest hip-hop trio out of money makin’
manhattan to have re-instated the age-old ny
credo of being – we said it - original.

new LP So It Goes
behind Jay Z’s The Blueprint and The Black Album
a plate of chicken tikka masala.

[ J& A ]
what’s good wiki? you just finished up your
tour recently with the gza, what have you
been up to since then? Wiki: We had a show
And on Sunday I had surgery. I got some stitches

A rat king is a phenomenon in which a bunch of tangled
rats’ tails bonds together, forever, by an appetizing shit,
blood, ice and dirt concoction. I didn’t get the metaphor
until I saw them live, opening for GZA in Providence. Wiki
cast his abrasive, but versatile delivery over SportingLife’s
genre-bending samples and sporadic drum patterns, while
literary shout-outs. After a couple of years of homogenous
underground, it felt good to be confused and amused
by hip-hop again.
JUKE caught up with Eric SportingLife and self-proclaimed

We discussed their backgrounds, their mission and their

I want Ratking to pop off so kids can listen to our shit and

like when OGs listen to us they think this is totally what
hip-hop’s about, but it’s pushing it forward. It’s refreshing,
but it’s not rehashing the same old styles.

yeah, you guys definitely have a progressive
sound. how would you say ratking is
redefining hip-hop in 2013? When Wiki ‘93 came

been chillin’ in the crib.

what exactly happened with your teeth?
Basically, I won’t go into detail but some dude on
the street punched me out.

shit - has that affected your rapping at all?
i mean in your video for ‘wikispeaks’ you’ve
still got your grill intact and all.

so rapping was a big part of your not-sodistant childhood. was it always just for the
love of making music or did you think you’d be
making it into a career?

in the last year and a half, we’ve been absorbing different
types of music and being exposed to different cultures. I
remember going to London and staying with King Krule
for a little bit. When I was out there, it was mad different.

group is pushing it forward.

Eric grew up with hip-hop, so he knows everything about
it. But because of that, Eric also really wants to push it
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underline shit and formulate verses based on that

new album, we collaborate with a lot of people actually,

that’s what i think is most impressive about
you guys, is you’re really educating hip-hop
heads on some shit we’re just not up on - but
not in a pretentious way. it’s a lot more
subtle than that, you gotta dig through it
to really understand it. is that a calculated
effort on your part? It’s somewhat calculated

sound natural. We have DJ Dog Dick, King Krule, our
friend Wavy Spice [see p.146] and another rapper,

in the sense that we are always trying to insert some
comes from what we are into at the time. And I agree

Each
one of those features on that album, it’s like they are
characters in our world. But it’s like each one of those
characters has their own ill story. Like how you see in
a Fantastic Four comic, Spider Man pops up: it’s sorta
like that.

you and hak describe yourselves as mutts…

and half white, and Eric’s dad is Nigerian and his mom
is a black lady from the South. But we are all mutts in
different ways. Our race is not even the half of it; it’s in
the music itself.

yeah, considering you are from manhattan
and you are surrounded by some of the
richest people in the world, how has this
shaped your perception of what it means to
be successful? On our new album, I reference being
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In the same way a

you guys make it clear that you are a hiphop band as opposed to a group - and the
defining factor there is that you all play
a role. do you feel like being in a band and
being so tight-knit doesn’t leave a lot of
room for collaboration or features? On our

like the illest rappers are right there and I realize what I
can achieve, and it makes it that much more tangible. It
shows us what kind of work it takes to get there.

I’m not even an expert on hip-hop. But so many things
related to the city itself because it’s the melting pot.
it. And I’m hype to learn.
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Wiki93, and I’m telling you those verses on there haven’t
even been fully tapped into. I was rappin’ those verses to
myself the other day and there’s so many lines in there
and people have no idea. But that’s good, because it gives
people time to come back and listen to them and be like,
we did that and now that we’ve gotten that out of the way,
- not in the sense that I’ve dumbed down my lyrics - but
in the sense that I get to the point. For us, the key to our
we are as artists. If we put in the work and have the ideas
on paper to execute it, it will come across eventually. So,
at a certain point, people can’t deny we’re ill.

s po r t in g l if e
[ J&A ]
a lot of critics want to reference punk when
they talk about your music - i don’t think
that’s something that is totally obvious in
your sound - maybe more so in your aesthetic.
how would you say the diy culture of punk
has influenced your creative approach to
producing?
Like, what
a lot of people don’t realize is that I mixed Wiki93 on iPod
album. In reality, people haven’t heard Wiki’s voice yet.

it’s interesting to me that you guys have been
able to find commonalities between things
that people don’t often associate. do you
feel open-mindedness enables you to reach an
audience that doesn’t typically listen to hiphop? It’s like if you’re playing basketball and you dunk on
somebody, you’re energized even more when the crowd
reacts to the dunk. But you don’t practice thinking about
what that reaction will be. I want the reaction the crowd

damn, i’d say ‘pleasant confusion’ describes
‘wiki93’ perfectly. It was a good way to break
the ice. It makes people have to have an opinion. It’s a
lighthouse for some people and kryptonite for others.
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so as you guys progress, how do you think
you’ll view ‘93’ down the line? it almost
seems to me that its the blueprint of what’s
to come - and not in a bad way - but in the
sense that it really only explores a portion of
your potential.

you guys have really made a point of
improving what it means to perform hiphop live. your use of effects pedals in your
performances, in many ways, is a head nod to
noise. in what way would you say noise has
influenced your production? Going to Black
Dice shows, or seeing Panda Bear play live is really
to see the noise where you hadn’t seen it before - like in
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cliff
HANGERs
by miles lozano
photos nathanael turner

here in la - a would-be semi-captivating
city, if it weren’t for its disreputable
celebutantes and excruciating 45-minute
drives to get just about anywhere - there is
one place that might just be worth the drive:
topanga canyon. apparently, that’s where
exceptional rock legends, turned film
composers live. we were making the trip to
see a couple of these wild creatures: cliff
martinez (a rock ‘n roll hall of famer known
for his work with red hot chili peppers, the
weirdos, captain beefheart and the dickies,
as well as his film scores for ‘sex, lies, and
videotape’,‘solaris’, ‘drive’, ‘contagion’ and
‘spring breakers’ and charlie clouser (known
for his work with nine inch nails, marilyn
manson, helmet and white zombie [see p.189],
as well as film scores for ‘natural born
killers’,‘the matrix’, every last ‘saw’ movie
and the killer theme song for ‘american
horror story’ - again a shortlist.)

I should mention that by “kitchen”, we’re actually talking
acoustic panels lining the walls and the most beautiful
musical instrument composed of 54 chromatically-tuned
glass rods.
cylinders produce vibrations, which are passed to a heavy

It is simply gorgeous, producing indescribably beautiful

D, where the sausages are made” and that the drums
Akron, Ohio, who fabricate the drums themselves for

people from casually dropping in,” – a too-little, too-late
hint from our hosts. Myself and the photographer knock

Actually yes, he did, where he was, “A marching band
hat, carrying a rack of four toms with a big harness

“cheeses and crackers and narcotics” in the kitchen.
Pennsylvania, where “It’s football and steel mill workers
and badass marching bands.”
points out that this is the breakfast show and he’s not
time - but we’d encountered a cocktail of pharmaceuticals
on the ride, so all was well.

explains that there were only three drum parts to nine

Martinez. After a number of incidents, hiding away drum
cases and yelling about “bonerettes”, the band teacher

Korine’s Springbreakers
clean that they can’t exactly tell one dubstep song from
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groups: roars, whistling, whispers, screeches, bangs and
and if you listen to the American Horror Story
theme, you know what he means: the art of noises. Sound
design.

recording 16-bar loops of superballs bouncing around
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I’m reminded of the Italian musical

the sounds across his sampler and pitches them down,
of happy-accidental musical experimentation is where
scoring. Maximum lab time.

Peppers when he was 29 and, having achieved the
romanticised rockstar lifestyle, he realized he didn’t like
it that much (hard to imagine, but I suppose musical

to be 50, wearing a sock around their dick?”
Extremely understandable.
We stumble onto a conversation about DJs and the art of
agree that the future of composition is selection, that
presets and twist knobs and change sound waves, while

romance is still running rampant. After one embarrassing
in a car
commercial and another in a porno, he decided it was
high time he made sure each molecule of sound was
hand-rolled, hence the shitload of weird instruments
scattered through the house. Robbing cues is less of a
organic screeches, howls and scrapes appealing for
mass consumption (and it would have to be a seriously

awards us with a breathtaking performance on his prized
describe the aural pleasure and pure emotion that JUKE
was afforded that day. Oh, and as this is the Alter Ego

both promptly replied, “No”. Well, yeah: they’re
clearly more badass, than Kickass.
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SPICE
UP YOUR
LIFE
by aleks eror
photos aaron richter
styling jessica zamora turner

a peek at wavy spice’s boudoir reveals a
carpet-bomber’s approach to girliness pastel pinks, lilacs, my little pony, barbie.
you know, like a meth-fuelled fourth date
between a unicorn and a care bear. so we’d
had her pegged as kind of chola bratz doll/
shoshanna-from-’girls’ combo. turns out
she’s more akin to a slightly-feminised,
rap game danny trejo. sure, she looks sweet
enough to ice a diabetic, but don’t be fooled
by the simpering harajuku girl exterior. this
bitch is tough. (and also, a little bit mental).

either/or… For superheroes I love Rainbow Brite:

I knew ever since I was a child it was my purpose in life
to spread art and bring people together, to contribute

two people, Murky and Lurky, who were always trying to

adolescent, cheeky teenage girl, but I also feel like I am
this very special creature that wants to contribute love,
colour and art to any kind of spectrum of people.

and vivaciousness to the planet. As for heroes: I like any
girl with a gun who’s not afraid to kill a man.

to kill a man!?
are you a bit of a man-eater then? I am certainly

it all adds up now! is your cute exterior your bright colours and your girliness - all
a way of making people underestimate you,
pulling guys in so you can chew them up?

schizophrenic tastes and eccentric spirituality make her
a bit of an enigma; so we thought we’d try to get to the
bottom of the age-old brainscratcher: who the hell is
Wavy Spice?

[ J& A ]

No, I think it’s initially meant for the ethereal, child-like
spirit that I embody. I think men are very receptive to both
sides that I inhabit, being very childlike, very celestial, very
sweet, but I’m also very tough and I don’t take no shit,
men are really, really turned on by it, then by the end
they’re really intimidated.

is intimidating men one of your superpowers?

i’m tearing up here! so what’s your
weakness, your kryptonite that fucks with
you like no other?
Ever since I was a child I dealt with men in the way that
men would deal with women. Men are my inspiration,
they’re my muses at the same time but they’re also my
downfall. I’m a feminist, I’m very empowered but I am
very much intrigued by the masculine spirit and very
much connected into it, oddly. I love hanging out with
my special little sweethearts here and there because
My father always said he
had a son, not a daughter, because I would always have
boys the way a cheeky son would have girls calling, or
girls knocking on the door, or girls crying over them. It

you’ve got this real, um, duality going on
about you… I feel being an alpha woman doesn’t
have to take away from your femininity whatsoever.
female empowerment and I think that everybody expects

you’ve have a real tomb raider vibe going
on in our shoot. from what we know about
you, lara croft sounds like the kind of girl
you would’ve looked up to as a kid, right?

what are your superpowers then? I bring light into
the world, I bring colour into the world. I feel like I bring
world exists on a 3D vibration and I think my superpower
is that when I talk to people, interact with people, love
anyone, that their vibration becomes higher and they exist
on a more ethereal plane.

take the reins, not giving a fuck.

who are some of your heroes?

you’re talking in very cosmic terms…. do you
feel like the music that you’re making is for
some greater cosmic purpose?

into this stereotype of a butch dyke who hates men,
that isn’t very feminine. A feminist is an advocate of
their own rights. Women weren’t even allowed to vote
80 years ago and suffer direct misogynistic oppression
call yourself Little Suzie Sue, but you can still be the
biggest feminist. It’s all about perception and I think that
I have studied my principles and my ideals very well
and I think that I have a proper hold on what it is to be
an advocate of feminism and be an extreme beacon of
femininity.
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okaaaaaaaay. let’s throw up a hypothetical
situation since you’re wavy spice. the spice
girls have reformed and they want you to
join, but it means one of the old ones is going
to get the boot and it’s down to you –
who’s getting the chop?
take the role. I’d refuse. I couldn’t do that. I love the Spice
Girls so much and if I was put in that position I’d be like

welfare and even though that’s beautiful, there are other
things in the world that are attainable and achievable and I

well we’re out of questi–

oh, sure, go ahead. I’m dropping this really, really,
uh, right. so you mentioned elegance just
now, but you’ve also talked about being very
tough - how would you respond if people were
to start throwing shade your way? I’m going

Schoolgirl
Kingpin’. It’s a double-sided mixtape and I’ve kind of been
reclusing for the past year, I’ve been doing a lot of shows
and they’ve been wonderful but I’ve really been reclusing

to take the elegant route and be all manners. Until I really
feel like I have to say something - until I feel personally
offended - then yeah, I’ll have an exchange of words.
No one will ever walk away if they tell me something I
don’t know. I’m a huge bitch –let’s not get it twisted. But I
am elegant to the very bone.

embody and there’s going to be a side A and side B. Side
A is the schoolgirl side, side B is the kingpin. Side
A is going to be a collection of dance, electronica, trance,
ambient music that’s very inspired by my metaphysical

so you won’t bite into the negativity?
No, never. But if somebody comes up into my face, I will
punch somebody in the face.

colour in the hood and I think it’s going to be very, very
beautiful. I’m hoping to drop two videos that day as well,
from both sides so they’re going to be very different
from each other but because I’m embodying something

the black girl - I live for my black girls - and Baby was like
the one with the swing and slide. She was more childappropriate in my head at the time, but growing up I kinda

ok. so talking about your environment,
harlem’s a real hotbed for talent at the
moment… what is it about your hood that’s
breeding this creativity?

I’ve embodied all my life – it’s not marketing, it’s not
something I’ve picked up in the last couple of years –
I think people will really perceive it and come to
understand what Wavy Spice really is.

she had a runway on her tour bus in the movie and I was

fashion way as you can see with the diplomats. I’ve really
studied my neighbourhood and my peoples. I’ve grown
up here my entire life and I feel that
three steps ahead in everything: in music, in culture, in

that would be cool. we’ll keep an ear out for
it. thanks destiny…uh, wavy!

so you’d choose self-sacrifice? impressive.
to add me to the group, that’s cute but I’m not trying to
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marijuana leaf swimsuit
by gerlan jeans
black suede lace up skirt
by bess nyc
orange socks by american apparel
liberty print shoes by dr. marten’s

is a completely hardcore female rap collective that’s an

who’s your favourite then? I think Scary Spice was
her Leeds accent was so rough. She’s so fucking funny.
between Scary and Baby, only because Scary was

entire life’.

“Mmmhmmm, I ain’t trying to get this motherfucker dirty.”

We don’t take style

is that where the posh thing comes from?

you see a group of street thugs on the corner - they’re all

Posh’ and he has a group called Posh Gang. I’m not
really associated that group - but we were doing a song

way anywhere else. Everyone takes inspiration from

we made this song off of that and being like we’re Posh
Gang - they’re like from Miami - they know about that
kind of lifestyle. For me, I grew up in a very open-minded,
cultured family where I was exposed to really posh,
like, artistic things that always stuck with me into my
adulthood and, y’know, I was raised very right with proper

right now are being celebrated. As you can see, all these
people getting mentioned, we’ve all share a similar kind
of aesthetic. We’re very, very street-oriented but we’re
deeply innovative.

who’s your nemesis?
the devil?
say the devil. My nemesis is the evil.

was a big advocate of the arts, so I know what it’s like to
be posh. For me, being posh isn’t about having a lot of
money, or being snobby. It was about being in tune with
the arts and culture and good manners. It represented a
woman with lifestyle and that’s what I represent with my
life. I think that being a posh woman as a Puerto-Rican
woman, I have broken the chains of my environment. I
have stepped outside the box and have dipped my toes
into something that is not expected of me. Puerto-Rican
women are supposed to be beautiful and pregnant and on

what separates the devil from the evil? apart
from the ‘d’? Life force, baby: that’s my only nemesis.
have no ill intention in my heart. My only enemy is evil,
evil past and evil intention. I’m not a snaky person, I’m
not malicious. I can be a huge bitch; I can be a huge cunt:
scene since I was a child so that kind of subculture falls
with me.
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PRETTY
F LY
FOR AN
OLD GUY
photos and words:
monica uszerowicz

soul songwriter, purveyor of the deep city
records sound, possibly the world’s first
rapper - blowfly’s layman self, clarence reid,
has a long backstory. reid is the peter parker
to blowfly’s spiderman, a well-groomed,
smooth-talking counterpart to the sequined
southern rapper with the world’s quickest
(and foulest) tongue.
Reid, now well into his seventies, seems to have taken
switching from waxing poetic about his time as a
songwriter, to lewd, mile-a-minute rhymes about putting
it in your butt. Blame it on a brain filled with too many
from crude antihero to everyman so often, there’s hardly
a distinction. But despite the dirty lyrics, Blowfly doesn’t
seem like a genuine sex maniac: it’s almost innocent

pouch and said, “People can’t know Elvis is here, but
that’s from him.” I looked in there and there was about
controversy and hyperbole. Stanley Adams, the
sued Blowfly for his take on “What a Diff’rence a Day

elvis gave you eight hundred bucks?
couldn’t be involved, or let anyone know, but he loved
it. James Brown was from Macon, Georgia and I would

faintly smelly Miami institution, where old-timers make
bets and the waitresses don shiny bandage dresses with
tactically-placed holes for maximum cleavage exposure.
Blowfly’s a regular here - patrons and employees alike
warned us, with varying degrees of good humour.
Seems you either love or hate the guy. We know what
team we’re on.

[ J& A ]

did he get mad? Nope. James Brown gave me
money, too; they were all rolling on the floor.
people say you invented rap…

rapping in the mid’70s.
vocabulary to gross you out.

I’ve got the curse on you. No matter what she says
to you, you’re going to come out saying, “Whoopi
Blowfly and it’s called “Rapp Dirty” and it’s older.”
say, “What did he do to your computer?”

townsfolk with filthy renditions of popular songs. Reid
later relocated to Miami and teamed up with producer
Records scene, writing tracks for local and national stars

okay! i want to know: what kind of music
did you listen to when you were little? I’m
glad you asked me that, because my grandma would

what did you listen to growing up that made
you want to rap?
tapping a steady beat on the table]: “Bring your richliving, ticket-giving, crime-fighting, citation-writing,

era: if you were black, you had to listen to B.B. King,
Muddy Waters - all the blues. I didn’t like that. I listened
Betty Wright.
In 1971, still in the midst of his songwriting career,
he released “Rapp Dirty”, donned a glittery cape, and
started writing songs of a much freakier nature - this
time, for himself.
underground weirdo-hero - an idol for everyone from
Snoop, to IDM guru Otto von Schirach (he makes a
cameo in von Schirach’s film Supermeng), to Dead
Kennedys’ Jello Biafra (in 2005, Blowfly signed with

his songs and white people would come over. I did it to

him.” Back in the late 1950s/ early 1960s in West Palm
Beach, Elvis came to a hotel, and people couldn’t know
he was there because everyone would’ve wanted his
to sing this song to you: Suck me tender/ suck me soft/
help my big dick to shoot off/ bitch, don’t bite it like old
Jack Frost

imagine this: Jamaicans were over there hating the
Jews; the Jews were hating the blacks. I said to myself,
“Why don’t you talk to them about the hate crimes?” I’d

said, “Everybody that has shit, shot off, discharged—it
all goes in the ground. And all food comes out of the
ground. When you eat food from planet earth, you’re
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“Oh my God; shit don’t talk.” But the turd says, “I do/I’ve
been around since life began/I’ve been in the ass of
everybody, true/women and men/I’m totally committed/I
was born when Adam and Eve were shitting/I’m the iris
virus and computer spam/y’all say I ain’t shit/but that’s
exactly what I am/I’m brown/I’m gold/come from deeper
than everybody’s asshole/I’m on the ground beneath
your feet/I’m up in all that bullshit you eat/I’m not talking
shit/I’m shit talking/pass the word, I’m a rapping turd/
your ass is doomed/take a look at that food/ you’re
about to consume/it’s drawn from the path/it comes out
of Mary Magdalene and John the Baptist’s ass/you buy
food, you think you’re cool/you go to the stew and take
a shit/think that’s it/you flush it down the drain, the same
old thing/it’s in the ground, you clown/then summer rolls
around/once again, shit is meat/shit is drugs/shit is
vegetation/shit is medicine/shit controls the entire
nation/the next time you get ready to sit down to eat/
look to the ground beneath your feet/and ask yourself
this/as your heart starts beatin’/yo God, whose shit am I

why did you give blowfly a superhero
costume?
her money. It turned out she was married to [American
comic actor] Jackie Gleason’s friend. She would stay
gone all the time and a young black girl would stay and
take care of her kids. So the kids went to the dad and
asked him, “Why can’t the clean-up woman be our
mom?” And the dad liked the black girl anyway, so he
divorced the white woman (who slept with a lot of guys

serious obscenity laws on the books then. Lenny Bruce
Blowfly’s record in 1971 - all of those obscenity trials
Reid back then, and couldn’t let anyone know my
identity.

tell me more about blowfly, the superhero.
girl, and moved to Mexico. And that’s why the song
gave him away.” I talked to her and helped her and that’s
how I came up with that song. And of course, I wrote for

how did you meet her? I met her up in West Palm
Beach. She was married to [disco legend] George

him a “bastard,” his dick grows eighty feet. I’ve got a
song about Superman. “Superman began with his big
dick bobbin’/ he was getting ready to butt-fuck Batman
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Imagine you’re in the bathroom,
you take a shit, you flush the toilet, and you hear a voice

and what are you up to now? I have a new album
called Black in the Sack

does your mom keep saying you don’t get enough

liked boys. Nobody would give him a chance. So this

well…what happened when you moved to
miami? Before I moved to Miami, people told me I

- I was the first one to give him a chance. I recorded on
no break. After that, everyone started to work with him.

with James Brown and I knew James from back in
too.

when obama got elected, people were talking
about abortion and a lot of other women’s
issues. how do you feel about women’s
rights?

the songs I’ve written that my name isn’t on.

was clarence reid and the delmiras that the
first thing you did in miami? No, I had been

real first black President. [Blowfly released “First Black

Ray

tell us about your alter ego: blowfly.

Etta James, too. She had that big song, “At
Last.” She came by one day, upset because she’d had
a death in her family. So I sang my version of the song:
are over/once I get my hands on that ass.” She cracked
up and thanked me. It would take most artists weeks or
days to do that; I could do that in a matter of seconds.

My Grandma Sidney would say, “Where’d you get all
this money from?” She would beat my butt and the
white people would say, “What are you doing? We gave
him that money because he sings all the dirty songs.”
When they left, she told me, “I’m sorry I beat you, but
you’re a disgrace to the black race. And you ain’t no
better than a blowfly.”

so the reason she said that is much more
complicated than her thinking your songs
were gross.

that’s amazing. when did you meet willie
clarke, from deep city records? how’d you
get involved with that?

than me and she told me blowflies lay eggs on dead
things and the eggs turn into maggots. I started crying.

dated two guys, people would say, “She’s a ho.”

the earth and killed the dinosaurs, human life could’ve
never evolved, but blowflies lay eggs that turned into
maggots and ate all the germs.” I went home and told

that’s a very good point. Let me tell you about the
for Betty Wright. I used to go to the beach and help
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GHOST
pr o t o c o l
by sam diss
photos alex de mora

listening to rappers on records, it’s easy
to forget they’re real. ghostface killah wu-tang mvp and rap denizen, now forty-two
years old - has some very real years behind
him, despite being personally implicated
in two or three of the best rap albums of
the last decade. rumoured bankruptcy,
incarceration for armed robbery, a shitload
of solo albums; the guy’s seen some heat,
along with the hos. juke paid him a visit in
his tiny, but swanky west london hotel room
(filled to capacity with bleating industry
types, not hos), and got real with dennis
coles, aka ghostface killah, while he
scarfed pesto linguine.

your schedule in london has been pretty
hectic. ever think you’ll be like “fuck this”
and quit music? Um, nah. I mean, I don’t think so,
anyway. I love what I do. Even with these long press days
and shit, you know... It’s not forever. It’s gonna be over.

you were cool with that? you didn’t want any
creative control?

did it piss you off that this was being billed
as a proper ghostface release then? Oh nah,

over? can you really ever imagine stopping?
they see the beauty of that shit coming into play and they
the world - try and feed the children. Go feed the babies
and all that shit, you know? Poor people and shit.

so what was it like making ‘twelve reasons to
die’ with adrian younge? Oh yeah, that shit was

dude knew how to move it and he moved it, you know?
Adrian put the people he wanted on it and that’s how he
got that record.

hype.

how did you come up with that horror story
concept? Oh, I didn’t come up with it.
who did? Man, that was all Adrian.

[Our cameraman interjects as he directs the concurrent
photo-shoot]

can you give me some like snarly, more badass
faces?
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what’s the status on that? is it finished?

this july? isn’t that the same time as the
new wu-tang album? is that gonna be a
problem?
100 % right.

how far along is that album? ‘cause that
seemed to come out of nowhere... Man, we got
verses laid down, but you gotta make sure those are

- your first two solo albums? Oh man, I
I can’t listen to my old shit. I always look at what I
could’ve done better.

get busy in both ends, nah mean? If I wanna go do
something that keeps my name relevant in that world
then I’ll go in there when it suits me, you know?

so you’ve got a bunch of albums out this
year. new wu, ‘blue & cream’, obviously wublock

me for what I do, you know? I got a lotta loyal fans. I’ll
always be alright. One way or another.

to the much-delayed Swift & Changeable]

quick question – what happened to that
gold eagle on your wrist? I still got that. We

yeah but is that actually coming this year?
you’ve been saying that since ‘06!

bringing it back out. We gonna bring it back out this
June, probably – for that fucking Summer Jam [a hiphop festival in New Jersey], nah mean?

what’s been the hold-up?

can’t wait to see that back out. when i was
like eleven, that’s what i’d keep asking for
for christmas.

just doom?

this year, don’t act like you have to make this year.

But yeah, this year: that tape for Wu Block, new Wu-

so when ‘36 chambers’ first came out what are your most vivid memories of that
time? Man, it was real fun.

release.

yeah, but your mum and dad can get a bit
weary when you ask for a fucking massive
golden eagle bangle.

ever worry that you’ll burn out? All the time.

so you call yourself “tony starks” but the
big question is: would you rather fuck
pepper pots or black widow? What the fuck?

how do you keep it fresh then?

Pepper who?

great parties?
love what I do.

even the artists. Everything that was around you at

what would you being doing if it wasn’t
for this?

album, man.

on them streets, you know? No one knows.

i think we know what you mean...

what do you think of the rap landscape
now? what’s changed since ‘93? Just the

the fucking mood, man. Everything that was going on

you ever feel like your position in rap has
changed? Nah, never that. I always know how to

can you listen to any of your own stuff?
must be a weird concept Nah man, I don’t listen

that. Never rush that. If it ends up coming out next

in the studio and everybody was there. I already knew
everybody knew how to rhyme already and it was

now, they all aiming for the youth now, you know?
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so “supreme clientele 2” is coming out this
year?

pots... pepper pots. ironman. i thought
you were into that shit, man... gwyneth
paltrow, from the movies?
[Laughs]

no, dude. so, from the movies i’m saying: do
you choose gwyneth paltrow, or scarlett
johansson? Oh shit, Scarlett all day. I’ve got a thing

shit what it was...

so what happens when you go back and
listen to ‘ironman’ and ‘supreme clientele’

young teens be doing different drugs and shit, nah
mean? A lot of things changed. People in hip-hop right
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COCO/ S E L E C T S

So for a while, whenever there were boys who liked me
and stuff I’d be like “Oh yeah, cute”, but never really
invested my time into them.

they just jelly. some people have suggested
that you can shrug the haters off really easily
because you don’t really take any of this
seriously. are you trolling everyone? Um, no,

that’s some big pimpin’.
altogether? We thought we’d hit her up for the lowdown,
but as we soon found out, our emails kept getting buried

wrote very intense, Bukowski-style love poems about
me and stuff and he would post them on his blog,
which he clearly knew I was reading. I’d see them and

people but there are entire things I go on, like rants...
But as a person, no
I’m not engineered to be trolling hip-hop. I think I am
by accident, but I think I have legitimate things to

[ J& A ]
so why’d you drop the ‘pryde’ from your name?
by aleks eror
photos rebecca lorrimer
styling coco cassibba

Well it was partly because it gets confusing in Google
- I didn’t want to have to same name as a character
anymore. I couldn’t license things with that name because

So you’ve gotten a lot of heat from haters
on the web, but you’ve been pretty gracious
about it. Does that mean you refuse to engage
in rap beefs?
But, I think if there was a rap beef that was worth caring

anyone.

cash-for-gold your chains.
set free your hos. hip-hop is over.

but won’t people just find cat videos when
they google your name now?
already gotten easier, I think people know what they’re
looking for.

song based on the smiledog web curse meme] message
is more about how I don’t care. If people want to criticise
my music, or me as a person, it’s like, whatever, that stuff
doesn’t really bother me. But a rap beef, I think if a rapper
was actually writing disses about me, I think I could get

now, lost in the crack-fog of history along with with
Flavor Flav’s credibility, but there was a time when you
had to have above-average cadence skills and a rap
these days, any
can drop a mixtape to the symphonic fapping of music
writers - and it’s all Kitty’s fault.

are you really into x-men? I mean, I was kind of
if you could beef anyone, who would it be?

is kitty pryde your fave, then? I think she’s my
favourite female superhero. She’s kind of young - and we
have a lot in common, I guess.

is there anyone who’d really intimidate you?
like i think i read drake gets into the most
beefs, at least on twitter. I can’t even think of

so you identified with her?

I kind of feel like I’m the underdog
in general, so I think that if anyone was trying to beef with

her appeal to the irony obsession that grips the postits innocence to a pasty-white sacrilege called Vanilla
Ice long ago.

side of things. I’m a really endlessly positive person.
People suddenly have really strong opinions of me and I
can ignore that.

you need the positivity on the internet - it’s
like the most hateful place on earth.

would you say you’re more kitty pryde
or hello kitty?

they’re going to kill me and rape me. People have written
entire songs dedicated to how they’re going to kill me.

maybe they came from tyler, the creator? I

so you wouldn’t mind tyler threatening to
rape you?

i think this might be the start of your first
beef…

down to one scrawny white girl from Daytona Beach

logical. ok, so what are your superpowers?

people send you dick pics because they hate
you? No, but they’ll send me lewd messages about how

probably mind if he actually did it, but I know how

into it. I haven’t read actual comics, but I was pretty into
superheroes in general. Um, I always thought that female
superheroes were pretty cool - kind of inspiring.

Never mind that Flo-Rida still trolls the charts and Gucci

how many cock pictures have you gotten in
your inbox over the past few months?
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We still want to know:
Does tumblr-rap need to stop altogether so we don’t need
to pass through eleven levels of meta-irony to decide
if we hate someone or not? Why did she name herself

you’ve also said you’ve got a crush on justin
bieber, how do you feel about his new bad boy
image?
thing and it was nice because it was like, oh, people don’t
have to be dangerous and edgy to be talented and stuff
and now I think his image overshadows his talent and it

do you fancy your chances against nicki
minaj?

so if simon cowell created a rap beeforiented tv talent show, an ‘american idol’
of rap beefs, you’d be one of those ones who
embarrass themselves in auditions? I’d be the

what do you think has made him go down this
route?
he’s had to spend hiding from little girls. People who are
intense fans treat you like crazy and no one has more

are they worse than cock pics? I’m pretty sure he
well that’s the way to succeed these days: by
going viral. in a way, that’s sort of the way
you’ve come up - that whole novelty appeal of
this underage girl rapper….[Long pause] Ouch.

in ‘ok cupid’ you say you used to be a ‘pimp
without emotion’. can you share some
anecdotes from your pimp days with us?

i guess that was taken the wrong way.

I had a boyfriend who was a total butthead and after we
broke up, I was really sad then one day I thought, “Why
am I sad about another person? I am the most important

what if you became known as the rap game
william hung?

gets cock pics too.

truer words were never spoken. all right,
that’s enough dick talk, thanks kitty!

phase, where I would wear tiaras sometimes. I would
have to wake up and remind myself: I am the princess.
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[ J&A ]
what were your early musical experiences
growing up in philadelphia? you played with
jazz great michael brecker, right? God rest
Michael Brecker’s soul. A true musical genius. I met
Michael when we were both very young. I was fresh
Blues Band in Philadelphia. We would headline shows
in Philadelphia and open for anyone who came through.
We opened for Buddy Guy, Junior Wells, Muddy Waters.
We opened for BB King. We played the Electric Factory

record and I was the harmonica player and singer in that

F EAR
F A CTOR
with robert zardeneta
photos john kilar

i’ve heard lee ving described as one of
the great american voices, a punk rock
icon, a rock-and-roll thespian (check
him out in ‘flashdance’) - and a pussycat.
OK, they lost me at pussycat. Lee Ving could still beat
the piss out of this 6’1”, 205-pound homeboy from East
likes of BB King, turned founder of seminal L.A. band,
Fear, Lee represents the archetypal, abrasive punk rock
is the guy whose infamous onstage banter in punk rock
documentary, The Decline of Western Civilization included
and “Next time don’t bite so hard when I come”.
is the dude who brought slam-dancing and $20,000
worth of damage to the set of Saturday Night Live, a slot
secured at the personal order of superfan John Belushi
crawling on my balls”. When I caught up with Lee over

- and Michael had thoroughly digested it and played the

a sudden all of the fake books [a collection of musical
lead sheets intended to help a performer learn new songs
Brecker, his older brother’s songs. If you look at “Escher
Sketch” in a fake book, it looks like somebody took a
mouth full of India ink and sneezed on the music paper

that ran on and fucking on.

and what brought you to la? [I] met my future
Fear. We played for Brendan Mullen - God rest his soul -

impresario who put on punk rock shows like that in those
Skulls, Dead Beats, Fear and F Word and that was

careful not to say anything that would spark a beating
from my punk rock hero.
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go by and I can’t stand it anymore, I’ve got to turn around
and see what’s going on. So I turn around to look at Flea

it was great seeing you once again on the
silver screen. any new acting projects in the
works? No, but in my heart of hearts I’d like to do much
more. I’m not out there doing auditions with regularity like
I did at one point, but I have a feeling something will

a headline band in San Francisco from that day forward.
ass off. And our stuff is not easy, you know, and he
picked right up on it.

most of the bands in the early 80’s la punk
scene were really young… Really young and didn’t
know anything at all about music. So, the listening

what was it like coming into the scene as an
adult? I had been playing music since I was four years
old, so I was not a newcomer to playing music. So being
asked to sit there and listen to people who don’t know
I was not interested in. Just because it’s called punk

good together like that in times ahead.

when was the last time you’ve gotten into an
altercation with a fan onstage? When was
of those heartfelt very personal, warm and endearing
performances. Now, I’m not 22 years-old anymore - most
people get weaker as they get older - but my right cross
to do now. Only better.

i was excited to see you featured in dave
grohl’s documentary,“sound city”…

we talked at length of your musical
collaborations; any directors out there
you’d be interested in working with?
great director. I loved working with him. Adrian Lyne [9 ½
Weeks, Indecent Proposal, Fatal Attraction director, with
whom Ving worked on Flashdance
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Spit [Stix] and played the Mabuhay Gardens, opening for
the Dead Kennedys. Dead Kennedys don’t show up, we

and the best for the people that are working for them.
worked for.

dynamics, all the accidentals, all the keys - anything
advanced you can think of - into any kind of music,
including punk rock.

I’m watching Rock Docs

any final thoughts for juke readers? I like
Dave’s message in Studio City, which is do it yourself.

some people who could play.

Davis to come knocking at your door. Make a record and

care to share some early fear experiences?
In 1981, we played Saturday Night Live and Donald

About a month later, I see an email on my computer from

and Gentlemen, they seem a little bit dangerous, but, they

me an email that says, “We’ve got this tune, and we have
an idea about putting a group together of people who have

pay for it. Write the songs yourself. Pay for the fucking
record. Release it yourself. Play gigs yourself. Don’t wait
for a booking agent. Don’t wait for anything. Play for a
crowd, the faster you can get there the better. As soon as
they start hearing your stuff, the better your shot at getting

ee-yar

they had the music written out already. We played it in

any others? Flea was our bass player for two years.
We had the unbelievable astute, wisdom not to record

why?!

what was it like recording at sound city?
mixing console]. We came into Dave’s studio to do our

set up the audition at Daymax, out in Van Nuys, where
all those same songs and we are doing it on the same
Unbelievable.
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riff
rid er
by tania espat & juke
photos julian berman

jody christian, aka riff raff, aka jody
highroller, codeine olajuwon, butterscotch
boss, the neon icon and the rap game bon jovi,
is hip-hop’s perfect storm.

Springbreakers styled
James Franco uncannily close to Riff Raff, the rapper
completed his transition from coked-up chuckle brother,
to pop culture icon. Riff ran with it, dubbing himself

From G’s to Gents, which featured misdirected young
men trying to better themselves through various

unknown Southern rapper, Dangeruss. Never one to
let an opportunity for some limelight fade away, Riff
responded by insisting the role was meant for him and
on One Life to Live.

impromptu freestyles, crispy dress sense and heartfelt
revelations about his life with an addict mom and an
absent dad made him by far the most memorable cast
the boot on episode two, despite seeming genuinely
hungry for the gentlemanly Promised Land - and took

and most recently his unsolicited verse on a remix of

A couple of years passed until my next encounter of
weird, it’s wonderful takes centre stage, are pretty much

down the venue.

a very fragile panda eggs” in a Nardwuar interview also
brainpowers verses as weird as,

skill is getting attention, Riff Raff has ramped up a mostly

“Love me or hate me, I still got your attention
I’m your new principal, I’ll send you to detention

presence, thanks to offerings like the straight-to-viral
laments, while a honey massages his face with her toes
and garnishes his naked torso methodically with Pringles.

Living room is spacious
Paul Mitchell facial
Wrist like a glacier
Arm like a spaceship
Shoulda brought the rice out”

Whether hip-hop’s grown a sense of humour, or the
appeal of idiosyncratic rappers like Action Bronson and

proclaimed condiment of choice, blow. At gigs, fans pelt
him with grains of rice in an in-the-know ritual.
We were armed with mere bratwurst.

timing couldn’t be better. Since a deliciously beefy split
JUKE was meant to shoot Riff at the world’s gnarliest
Diplo’s Mad Decent for an eight album deal.

“With tactical airbrushed golden skin, unblemished
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if Dawson was high on Joey’s stash.

what advice would you give any upcoming
artist to stay relevant? I don’t have any advice
to give. I got nothing to tell anyone.

We sat among LA’s great unporked waiting for a

on-site braid technician to attend to his locks. After some

so… if we have someone braid your hair,
would you like that? it’d be good to talk some
more… i heard that you wanted your hair
braided for this shoot, but it didn’t happen.

so… what have you been up to since you came
up on ‘from g’s to gents?’ I don’t even remember

Who you know that braids hair?

what I did yesterday or last night. I don’t remember

one of our friends, sharona.
see why not. But can you make fried chicken?

we were told by his manager to hang tight - and he left.
After a while, we followed the pounding music to the

you change your alter egos as often as you
change your socks. what’s the difference
between, say, riff raff and jody highroller?

of course. and i make the mac-n cheese from
scratch Don’t tell me you use Kraft cheese?

the middle of the lot. When he eventually opened the car

not our own pasta…. Don’t tell me you use
was Riff Raff, wigging out to the folk troubador, while he
changed his pants.

twang. Did we get a lot of it? No. Was it still the most
fun day we’ve ever had in a parking lot in downtown Los

how was it chilling with asap mob? It was cool.

james franco’s character in
‘springbreakers’, which is apparently some
other southern rapper: do you think it’s
really you?

yuck! not good man. Matter a fact, we’re going to
have a cook-out to see who does it better. We will see
who wins. If I win, you tell whoever you need to tell to
put me in the cover of the magazine. I’m not even on the

if I tell you [points to the tan interior of his Porsche] it’s

[ J& A ]

Let me give you an example. It’s like - the sun is out -

ummm... So, go tell whoever it is to put me on the cover.

[Points to the interior again]

we were thinking inside oki dog because it’s
a little weird and different…
the wrong images. People always want to dress me up

purple [pause]
[laughs]

we didn’t put riff raff on the cover. maybe
because the interview was more like a brief
sous-chef interview for cracker barrel.

do you really put seasoning sauce on
everything, even pork chops? If I had seasoning
ok, we can shoot next to the car and then over
by the nursery…?

sauce, I would use it; but I don’t walk around with
seasoning sauce, or salt with me at all times, [Short

manager Ron explains that the nursery is where they have
then I would use it.
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JUN GLE
PUS S Y
GAL ORE
by jorge wright
photos olivia seally
styling junglepussy

hip-hop, meet junglepussy: the rap game
alter ego of brooklyn fashion maven and
student, shayna mchayle.
We’ve watched her morph into the love child of RuPaul
and NeNe Leakes, spitting raunchy rhymes like she’s
reading our generation’s diary out loud. Now, with all
you might think Junglepussy has some big heels
Junglepussy’s
worried about are her nails.
Although Junglepussy may only be one outrageous
side of the Shayna prism, her everyday wardrobe lives
lay beyond the 21-year-old’s wardrobe, so JUKE had
the pleasure of spending one wild day with the roaring
emcee, as she styled herself for this feature and tore up

that it is. Like, I have a show later, so I’m about to get

when did you start rapping?
my own music last year; but, when I was in high school,
I was in a rap group call P.R.I.M.P. It was myself and
four other girls and we used to cut class in the science
on them and we would freestyle, dance on the tables and
record. Actually, my friend who directs my videos now
used to record those back then too.

this sounds like an episode of [‘90s sitcom]
“sister, sister” I’m thinking more Moesha [U.S.
sitcom starring singer Brandi]

you’re still in school, right?
I’m in college and almost done...

[ J&A ]
before i ask you to introduce yourself to
the world, what theme music should we be
playing in our heads?

do your professors know about your
junglepussy alter ego? What was I suppose to

look cute.

are there any male rappers you relate to?
we have a million questions on the name
choice, but the main one is: why? It wasn’t

Vybz Kartel is my alter ego.
my father.

supposed to be anything sexual, or raunchy. It was
literally because all my clothes are animal print: my

it would be harmless, and ever since then, my life

so do you consider junglepussy your alter
ego?
like it was an alter ego, but as it grew and people started
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so i went to one of your performances at this
former strip club turned nightclub a few
months back… I remember... my mother was there
that night.

yes, she was! how was it having your mom at
your performance? i’m sure she’s not aware
of junglepussy? No, my mother is very well aware.
Within the past few years she’s done a real 180.
She’s all for it now. I feel like it’s because I’m still in
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isn’t he in jail though?

so what are you doing when you’re not
pouring whipped cream on bitches’ titties
at your performances? When I’m not pouring
whipped cream, I’m pouring oxtail gravy on bitches’

you’ve been hitting some shows with fellow
juker wavy spice [see p.146] like, seriously,
do all new york rappers know each other? I
other, but they act like they don’t.

so is there a jungledick in your life?

what’s your kryptonite? My kryptonite would

so we got those two dope tracks and videos but we’re getting a mixtape, right ?
mixtape Satisfaction Guaranteed, out this Summer.

ok, this is random, but close your eyes....
you’re stuck in an elevator for 24 hours with
one person. who do you want in there?
Boy. Every time I’m in an elevator, I close my eyes and
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by andrew miller & coleman lukas
photos graham walzer

it’s a wednesday night in santa cruz, ca - a
small, coastal surf haven and college town
just outside the bay area - where 100s is
opening for trinidad jame$. a promoter
offers the 19-year-old rapper some free
snapbacks and t-shirts to wear during his
set, but 100s declines. he has little use for
whatever the latest streetwear trends may be,
bucking the hype in favor of loafers, slacks,
a leather jacket and, of course, that perm.
It’s this carefully maintained, unlikely persona that helped
make last year’s Ice Cold Perm one of the most criminally
slept-on hip-hop debuts in recent memory. Produced
Attraktionz collaborator Joe Wax, the free mixtape was
met with critical praise. It eventually caught the ear of

feeling, I won’t do it, even if I like it. I put the beat on
repeat and do what I call my “Rain Man” - meaning I hum
come with.

how does [joe] wax fit into that? does he ever
help you with your bars or concepts? or does
he strictly stick to the score? Me and Joe are
both perfectionists so if a bar doesn’t sound right we will
do that motherfucker over and over until we get it right.
Joe has very good ear for small imperfections, so he
makes sure that every take is crisp. Sometimes, he helps
me with how I will deliver certain lines and also tells me if
one line is off, or not as hard as the rest of them, and if we
both agree I rewrite and redo the line. I come up with the
concepts; he doesn’t really care what they are, as long as
he fucks with them.
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100s:
PERM
DONOR

you’ve said you’re currently at work on a
follow-up to “ice cold perm” called “sex
symbol”. has the process changed at all the
second time around? will this one be another
freebie or are you looking to release it
through a label? For Sex Symbol the process has
slightly changed, because I’ve been co-producing some
of them and sending them to me. As far as I know,
it will be free.

when did you start working on beats? what
made you want to?
how I want them.

launching A$AP Rocky and the rest of the mob, making

how big would you say is the influence of mac
dre on kids growing up in the bay? how much
did he influence you personally?

as his home, 100s is hesitant of being lumped into the
notoriously insular Bay Area rap scene. Ice Cold Perm
has all the low end thud the Bay is known for, but it also
draws upon Mannie Fresh-style clap-and-roll, LA g-funk,
contemporary cloud rap and even dancehall - to craft

is huge, and it won’t stop because whatever’s poppin’ in
so many people. I was off some MD when I wrote my

what other music was important to you
coming from the bay or elsewhere? I was always
into funk and disco shit.
which range from tales of the chill/rage dichotomy that

“ice cold perm” uses a lot of movie samples,
how did you pick them?
the labels on your clothes or the loudness of your weed.
satisfying as having a beautiful woman buy your meals,
before begging for your manhood. We spoke to the
teenaged rapper about his driving passion.

[ J& A ]

thought were funny. House Party, The Other Guys and
are some of my favorite movies.

you’ve made fans of notable djs in the dance
music community like a-trak, flosstradamus,
ryan hemsworth and hot sugar. ever think
about working more in that genre? are there
other producers you’d like to work with?

we heard you’re very serious in the studio.
what’s your process from beat selection to
laying it down?
business. I’m very picky when it comes to beats - like,
I could hear a hard-ass beat, but if it doesn’t give that

what’s the funniest shit a$ap yams has said to
you?
177
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by lucy stehlik
photos harry harvey
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T HRA SH H IT S :
su icid al
ten d encie s

it’s hard to believe there was a moment in
pop cultural history when crossover thrash
godfathers suicidal tendencies - then just a
pack of skate-rat teens - dominated not just
the boardwalks of venice, but mainstream
media like ‘penthouse’ and red- top tabloids
like ‘the national enquirer’.
Around the same time that the Beastie Boys came to
fame by terrorising anyone who threatened their right to
party, Suicidal brought the same countercultural bratitude to skate culture and thrash, dominating mid-80s

gang-related shenanigans. We long for a time when
Penthouse Pets cavorted next to bandanna-wearing
punk kids in the bid for column inches, but, in the
meantime: here’s a substitute that JUKE’s been chasing
We hooked up with Suicidal’s founding father and last
original member, Mike Muir, in their swanky tourbus,
thrash legends D.R.I that night.

[ J&A ]
it’s 2013, it’s your 13th record and
it’s called ‘13’. coincidence? or creepy
numerology vibes? 13 new songs, 13 years since
I give no power or fear where it doesn’t belong.

looking back your archive of videos and
imagery - the potent suicidal image is still
being cribbed today. have you noticed west
coast rappers like odd future and bands like
wavves using your under-cap text? how do
you feel about it? Lots of people “borrow” heavily.
It’s been done by lots of people and lots of “brands”.
Bothers some people, but I don’t lose any sleep over
things like that.
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any sleep over it.

you’ve had some pretty gnarly back injuries
- when’s the last time you got on a board?
one’s around. Being the li’l brother of a pro skateboard
legend – it felt like all eyes were on me and it stopped
being “fun”. Never had the talent that my brother had.
Always looked up to the pros and still do -skating
was a lifestyle back in the day. I still get in awe at how
far it has come and some of the insane things people
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yeah, you’ve been referenced a lot since
you started out, but more often by people
who know their shit. what did you think of
turbo-douche fred durst stealing your pepsi
line from ‘institutionalized’ for limp
bizkit’s ‘stuck’? I didn’t really know about it

speaking of jim [muir, skate legend,
original z-boy and dogtown founder] - it’s
jumping back in time a little now, but was
his involvement in z boys and the birth
of vert a catalyst for you wanting to be
an innovative force in another authentic
cultural zeitgeist? like that ‘cool big
brother’ syndrome? No, I didn’t really know what
talking about it and constantly rewriting history.
I think the lesson we got from our dad, was to do what
we felt in our heart, not worry what others thought about
it and never take the easy way. I don’t think either of us

you’ve been playing with d.r.i., who are
also strongly linked to skate culture and
who were also innovators in terms of thrash
crossover - namely in speed! who do you
think is innovating in music these days?
out music. I would be stoked if I heard something that
was a different kind of insanity musically, but I’m not

you just played japan - what’s the suicidal
army like over there?
people, invite-only. Lowriders escorting us there with a
that I’ll never forget.

these days, with the internet, it’s like
everyone has access to this shorthand for
cool, or whatever. you don’t have to live and
breathe a scene to drain the kudos out of it.
and brands have jumped on that. how do you
keep it real in 2013? I hang out with my kids.
what it is. But they do know good and bad.
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themselves as “cool” are probably the most likely not
to be able to handle change as they get older (not to be
confused with those on the search for cool, who always
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do you think the evolving band lineup helps
keeps you fresh and out to prove something?

should always be better: they’ve already seen it done
and they can bypass a number of steps. I think that is

forward. My dad always said, “People who live in the
in the world already, talking bout the “good ole days”.

how’d you cast your lame parents in your
early videos like “institutionalized” and
“possessed to skate”?

what are your real parents like? it must
have been a mad house with you and jim
tearing around the breakfast table.
Great people. We probably didn’t make things easy for
them, but they always loved us unconditionally.

we’re talking to lee ving of fear (see p.144)
for this issue. we saw that his vocals for
md.45 with your own jimmy degrasso (who’s
now stuck drumming for dokken?!) were
replaced with your favourite dude dave
mustaine’s dulcet tones. any messages for
lee? I’m not familiar with that. Didn’t know Jimmy
was playing with Dokken. Didn’t know Dokken was still

how did you end up working with biblebashers p.o.d in 2008?
bunch of our friends. Our crew has a lot of San Diego
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by kara simsek
photos grace denis

we’ve all got issues. but crippling self doubt
or mongoose phobias aren’t what fuels
18-year-old cali-born rapper, issue. he got
his moniker from his big brother, who said
it describes how he’s “a problem (issue)
in the music industry.”
Kudos from relatives is rarely worth a dime, but
considering Issue, aka Migliore Ferrari, is the younger

at points, your music is pretty trippy with
lots of reverb and strange samples. what
has driven you to this sound? Pink Floyd had so
much to do with my music. I’m such a huge fan of them.

how I am. I don’t take criticism from no one; that’s why
my music is so blended. If I did take input from people,
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RE G U L A T I O N
ISS U E

basic. I also like Death Grips, Daft Punk, Kraftwerk, Aphex

bestowed on him, but also the basics of making the
music that has hip-hop fans pumped about this weird

what’s your studio set-up? Mac computer,

new entity.

and Lamborghini are my favorite sports cars. When I was
younger, around 14, I listened to a lot of electronic music

Issue hides behind a mask: whether his growing collection

tea. While in some ways his rhymes about cars, women
and mansions are gleaned from the cookie-cutter rap

why the mask? aren’t you worried about the
inevitable doom comparisons?
because it was really cool. I think it shows how different
I am from everyone else. I like to compare myself to
Batman, by being offbeat and talking about tea instead of

dubbed, Waves Of Italy
When he’s not adding to his

why the penchant for tea?
indulging a mask fetish that may be taunting inevitable
DOOM comparisons, but helps keep his shyness on

Every time I sip it, I feel like I’m taking in wisdom. Sadly

[ J&A ]
how would you describe what you do? I describe
it as art: a painting, a visual for listeners to get what mood
I’m in, or how I am feeling.

so when it comes to working with producers/
other people’s beats, how does that fit in to
your metaphorical picture painting? Good
how it usually goes. If I like the beat and it has melodies
I’m bound to hop on it, but again: it’s the mood.
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would you like to go into politics?
all four members of the band living with either autism or
Down’s syndrome, Pertti Kurikka’s Name Day – or Pertti
Kurikan Nimipäivät, as they’re known in Finland – bring

so important for me right now, so not at this moment, but
we’ll see - life goes on.
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Mari Kiviniemi [former Prime Minister of Finland].
– as was warmly captured in The Punk Syndrome
start protesting the church any time soon, but you don’t

what would you like to achieve as a band?
We, of course, want to continue doing what we do. When
the fans are happy, I’m happy. When they have fun, then
of living with a disability in whole new way.
pedicure-hating Kari Aalto - a born frontman - barks lines,

have fun at gigs, that’s my reward.

does kari still hate pedicures? No comment

ANARCHY
IN THE
GROUP
HOME

Putting the occasional tantrum aside, the band’s whitehaired, bespectacled guitarist, Pertti Kurikka, is mostly
mild-mannered. As a life-long punk fan, he decided
his friends and co-workers from a community-driven
workshop for his band..”
After The Punk Syndrome saw the foursome bicker,
fall in love and learn about baby-making, the band have

punk scene that we’re part of is like a family and we’re
trying to do our bit. If people like us, that’s okay; but if

can’t listen to everything people say about you.

do you think the punk scene has welcomed you?

by alex andrews
photos mikko toiviainen
politics and pedicures.

it’s hard to believe that four finnish
dudes with disabilities (and a mean age
of 40) might be 2013’s most subversive
band, but, having inspired an awardwinning documentary before they’d even
recorded a note, pertti kurikka’s name
day are well on their way to becoming
this year’s pussy riot.

in one of your songs, kari says he needs ‘a
little equality’. do you think the band has
helped you find this? has it changed the way
people view your disabilities? Of course.

[ J& A ]
how was sxsw? It was really nice and we had a lot
of fun. We played one gig when we were there. It was
a small club, but it was full. We did interviews most
of the time.

is the band full-time? how often do you
practise? We’re all part of the same workshop and
we do this day in, day out. If we play gigs, then we
practise lots. If we have less gigs, then we practise less.

how many times have watched ‘the punk
syndrome’?

people in Finland that are a part of the punk scene will
travel all this way to come to see us play.

did you listen to punk before you joined the
band?

are you getting famous since the film came
out? We are getting famous in Finland and around
the world. People know us and will come up to us.

do you like that? If I didn’t like it, I wouldn’t do this.
thing for me and I love this.

what did you think you first saw it?

what’s your favourite scene in the film?

because I met one of the people that I idolise,
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ROB ZOMBIE
by graham coxon

a
bronx
tale
by aleks eror
portrait alex de mora

rob zombie – art wunderkind, turned white
zombie, turned hollyweird movie director
and prolific solo recording artist – has
been pretty busy for one supposedly undead.
his latest horror film, lords of salem,
and his latest horror album, venomous rat
regeneration vendor, have had him on a
serious downtime deficit of late, but he
was still cool enough to dream up his
ultimate band lineup for juke.

ACE FREHLEY - GUITAR
and thought like, “Wow, interesting”, I would say the perfect
match to Micky Dolenz would be Ace Frehley - but from
his heyday in Kiss, not Ace Frehley now. Full-on “Space

TINY TIM - VOCALS

Ace”, 1976, right around the time that he looked like he was

No way!

actually unable to stand up.

kindergarten? I was very young. I didn’t even understand
what a concert was. I was like, “Why are there so many

So you’re getting him on your main instrument, we like

people in this room? What’s going on?” I didn’t get it. But I

it.
know, with him on vocals, you can’t lose.

ny’s weirdest icon is still going hard.
i hadn’t heard of single mothers until the
day before this interview, so my traipse
through the bowels of camden underworld to
meet
them
and
theirfour
creative
nihilistic
vibes
on almost
decadeschaperone
of music, art, (the
poetry
all-meaty joby from the bronx) felt like the
build-up to a blind date, where you can’t help
wondering if your companion for the evening
is ‘athletic’ in a swedish volleyball or a cage
fighting
way,
or if they
really
wanttoto
launched from
somewhere
insidejust
her artsy
commune
wear your hide.
on sex, drugs and al-Qaeda as you’d expect. She has also

understood the true meaning, they would fear me, because
al-Qaeda,
which
doesn’t
even fucking
the most
band
practice,
you’re
allowed
to stay exist,
in thefor
band.”
part. dropping
So I’m notEPs
getting
lucky
amputee
After
twotoo
years
onwith
the the
trot returning
in 2010 and
’11,
they locked themselves away in LA’s Big Game Lodge
travel the
America
there LP,
are still
200,000
studio
laststreets
year tooflay
down where
their debut
enlisting
deserve a good fucking. But you know, I do have to support
myself
I don’t fancy
myself
a prostitute.trawler,
I do rockwho
music.
look
of aand
wayward
Alaskan
monster-crab
somehow found himself washed-up in North Weezy.

um. do you think things are getting better
since obama… oops! i mean, osama - died?
going on? With a sarcastic eye-roll, Joby shrugs,

Lydia let JUKE share a recent post-gig cigarette break,

land, and rightfully so. Because all we are doing is sucking

saying, “It’s always nice to be surrounded by ladies.”

While early hardcore bands rocked against Reagan, Single
Mothers are markedly post-internet with their hating,

[ J&A ]

but don’t
they’re
helping
the Bonny
nemesis,
Bonyou
Iver.think
So what
have they
got against
i saw you perform in milan last year. my
favorite part was when you were talking
about the military. you said you want all
the amputees sent back to you, so you can
fuck them? how’s that going? Well the problem

women over there? No, I don’t think we’re helping with

with soldiers is that they fear me because they know what a

And have we rebuilt? No. We have caused cancer and death

well you’ve at least helped women in rock.

What can Rob Zombie get away with and do that Robert

I haven’t done a lot for women in rock because I don’t see

Cummings can’t? I don’t know any more. I don’t know who

KIM GORDON – BASS

Is he allowed to bring his ukulele, or is that cheating?

Oh come on, give her a break, she’s had a tough year.

made out of comic books and he can bring his ukulele, but

the other guy is. I’ve been me for so long that it’s funny My duty
calling does not transpire the collective, but the
like,
sharing-mixtapes-drinking-wine-in-your-bedroom

you sort of morph into another person, but you never go
back. So in my other life - yeah, I think my life stopped

I’m to
actually
thehemost
I know,
tosuccessful.
call attention
it.” Did
eversuccessful
bite back?artist
“No,”
becauseAndrew,
I’ve done“Maybe
everything
I want,
with to
everyone
laments
if he
got back
us onceI want.
in a I
can’t sell
out,
theit.truth
is not
a commodity.
I wish I
while,
we’d
stillbecause
be doing
It was
a bit
of a one-sided
could, but nobody wants it.
relationship.”

what
aresingle
you mothers
working
onhave
now?
I’mbefore
writingthem,
an
Like
many
who
gone
erotic
cookbook.
It has
recipes,creative
but it’s basically
the
band
sometimes
explores
ways to about
make extra
diaper money. Instead of the usual crappy tshirt option,
the Goddess
all of us.
they
bought ainbunch
of disposable cameras. Each camera
documented one day on tour – kind of like a bum-ass
[Lydia’sofcookbook,
Need to Feed: Recipes for Developing a
season
24

you won’t be able to hear him.

So for the rhythm section: Kim Gordon and Micky
Dolenz - what more could you want?

This has to happen. And what would you call the band?

MICKY DOLENZ - DRUMS

LEON RUSSELL - KEYBOARDS

don’t exist.

Well, let’s see. Let’s start backwards. Let’s start with

And I think, because that could be a pretty loose trio,
you gotta ask somebody who could hold it all together.

Well, the universe has heard about it now so you never

Micky Dolenz from the Monkees, so I believe he should be

Whatever racket those guys come up with, Leon Russell

know. Well,

the drummer. Micky Dolenz in his prime. Micky Dolenz with

can hold it together.

So we could get everyone else, then get a 2Pac-style

the giant afro.

Healthy Obsession for Deeply Satisfying Foods is available
preorder,
with the of
tantalizing
sell:diving
“Underground
afor
sordid
netherworld
dumpster
and dirtylegend
pants.
Lydia
Dig
in. Lunch presents witty and provocative recipes for
feeding your friends and lovers nourishing, deeply satisfying
food while maintaining a hedonistic downtown lifestyle. Lydia

anything. I think we are merely going there to kill civilians and
take the natural resources. I don’t think we are helping the

out of whatever ingredients were on hand for fellow starving

rights of women, because what have we done? We destroy,
to give the contracts to rebuild to American-British interests.

Rollins, the Dead Boys, and the Butthole Surfers.” If it’s good

and genocide. We are not helping the women because we
who want to defend their land, rightfully so. But if they really

are not helping the human race.
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DO THE
MATH
the thinking man’s rapper, talib kweli,
has a new album out soon called ‘prisoner of
consciousness’ which features collabs with
rza, kendrick lamar, busta rhymes
and curren$y. we put his lifestyle through
some rigorous number-crunching,
because we’re nosy.

artwork college

we got french minimalist and man behind
the iconic “drive” theme (see our interview
with cliff martinez on p144) to cut-andpaste the highlights from his extensive
mental 80s movie moodboard for us.

4

what was the inspiration behind your main
theme for “drive” anthem, “a real hero”?
For the music, it was the idea to pay tribute to old movie

Japanese comic character.

5

70

5

16

heroes, like Mad Max. It was also the inspiration for Electric

what would your weapon of choice be?
a very naive idea of “the hero”.

which iconic movie scenes do you think your
music would sound awesome over? Terminator

roots. After 10 years of composition, I think I’m still basically

SEND?

I think I will use the synth cable with a secret special combo

how would you describe your sound? I came
from the 90s underground techno scene (Jeff Mills,

28 0
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COLLAGE
BY
COLLEGE

finally, what is your favourite alter ego
sound effect?

doing electronic music with some nostalgic feeling.

The Six Million Dollar
Man

23 0

0

where do you make your music? My lair is very
Terminator - it’s timeless.

PREPARE?
IN A WEEK?

mixer. No keyboards. We have too many options with
electronic music; I try to control myself. Most of the
software I use is old too, which helps.

if you moonlighted as a superhero, who
would you be? Batman is very cool, because he lives in

50+ 0

6

4

8

READING A BOOK?

100+ 20

13

1

100+ 40

0

N/A 4

100+
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STAR
GAZER
by craig ainsley
illustration kristina britton
spirit guide alex shillingford

divined under the influence of fucked up’s
‘David Comes to Life’.

VIRGO

ARIES

LIBRA

Nothing happens to you this month.

If you’ve been thinking about getting a pet, now is the time.
over two centimetres long. So try owning a bee. Get

you experience such a porcine high. Make the most of it.
In fact - make the most out of everything.

TAURUS

SCORPIO
don’t travel.
SAGITTARIUS

playing backroom, illegal poker with dangerous strangers.

Love is on Neptune’s radar and Mars is pumping out

Gamble big.

some seriously sexy cosmic vibes. Be open to meeting

GEMINI

one chance meeting in particular might lead to. (Sex, it

CAPRICORN
Don’t put off what can be done today until tomorrow.
the spinach position, making it the perfect time to be open
AQUARIUS
Sorry, due to a fogged-up telescope, I was unable to read
CANCER
Work may have you stuck in a rut, but, this month, you’ll
PISCES
At exactly 15:15 next Friday, outside the butcher, you
is prison.
instantly in love. But beware, if you go ahead and marry
LEO
will lose a puppy. Later in the month, the puppy will return.

this person, the child you produce will grow up to be way
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